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1.1 History of lasers 

The word “laser” is an acronym for “Light Amplification by Stimulated 

Emission of Radiation”. Albert Einstein in 1917 theoretically proved that the process of 

stimulated emission must exist[1,2]. In fact, very first amplification of electromagnetic 

radiation was demonstrated in microwave wavelength, i.e., “Microwave Amplification by 

Stimulated Emission of Radiation (Maser)[3], by the group of scientists headed by Charles 

S. Towns in 1954. In 1960, T. H. Maiman of the Hughes Research Laboratories achieved 

the very first laser action from Ruby crystal in optical frequency[4]. Successively, in 1962, 

Robert N. Hall demonstrated the first semiconductor laser using Gallium-Arsenide[5]. 

Since 1962, the development of lasers has been extremely rapid[2,6]. In particular, the very 

first stimulated emission from an organic material was reported by Sorokin et al. in 

1966[7]. Figure 1.1 shows the important milestones in the invention and innovations of 

laser technology. 

 

Figure 1.1. Significant milestones of laser technology[2,6]. 

 

Now, the term of “laser” stands for a device having a gain medium which 

amplifies light by stimulated emission, a resonator which induces feedback of light (i.e., 

light travels back and forth through the gain medium) and a pumping source which keeps 

the population inversion during stimulated emission[8,9]. 

 

1.2 Introduction to organic lasers 

1.2.1 Organic semiconductor materials 

Energy levels of inorganic semiconductors are well explained based on the band 
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structures which originate from the properties of crystalline structures of inorganic 

materials[10]. In general, there are valence and conduction bands which are separated by 

a forbidden energy gap (bandgap). However, unlike inorganic crystals, organic molecules 

are usually characterized with molecular orbital theory. Therefore, although there are 

significant differences in their electronic structures, it is usually assumed that the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

of an organic solid-state are analogous to the valence and conduction bands of an 

inorganic solid-state, respectively[11–13]. 

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic device architectures of conventional (a) inorganic and (b) organic 

LEDs. Energy-level diagrams of conventional (c) inorganic and (d) organic LEDs. In 

these figures, EC is the energy level of a conduction band, EF is the energy of a Fermi 

level, EV is the energy level of a valence band. HIL is the hole injection layer, HTL is the 

hole transport layer, EML is the emitting layer, ETL is the electron transport layer, and 

EIL is the electron injection layer. 

 

In addition, here I highlight the difference of electroluminescence (EL) processes 

between organic and inorganic semiconductors. In inorganic semiconductors, an electron 
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and a hole recombination occur through the electron transition between the conduction 

and valence bands, leading to radiative or non-radiative decay with photon or phonon 

emission respectively (Figure 1.2a,c). In contrast, injected and transported holes and 

electrons recombine in a molecule, forming an exciton[13] (Figure 1.2b,d) with the 

branching ratio of 1:3 in singlet and triplet states[14]. Compared to the band-to-band 

transition in inorganic semiconductors, the exciton generation is the most unique process 

in organic semiconductors. 

 

1.2.2 Organic laser gain materials 

Analogous to a four-level energy scheme of inorganic laser materials, common 

organic fluorescent materials possess the similar energy diagram[15] (Figure 1.3). In 

general, internal conversion between vibration energy levels within the same electronic 

state is faster than the transition between different electronic states. As depicted in 

Figure 1.3a, the vibrational transitions between E3 to E2, and E1 to E0 are usually in a 

picosecond regime. The transition between E2 to E1 is either radiative or non-radiative, 

and this spontaneous transition is called fluorescence emission. Relationship between 

radiative and non-radiative transitions can be expressed using the following equation: 

𝛷𝑃𝐿 = 𝑘𝑟 × 𝜏𝑠 =
𝑘𝑟

𝑘𝑟+𝑘𝑛𝑟
    (Eq. 1.1) 

where, ΦPL, kr, τs and knr are the photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), radiative 

decay constant, fluorescence emission lifetime (corresponding to a lifetime of singlet 

excited state) and nonradiative decay constant, respectively. As depicted in Figure 1.3b, 

a fluorescence emission spectrum is a combination of several transitions between the 

lowest vibrational energy level of the upper electronic state (E2) to several different 

vibrational states of the ground electronics state (E1). Thus, using a waveguided feed-

back resonator, it is possible to isolate one particular transition as the stimulated emission 

while suppressing other transitions. 
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Figure 1.3. (a) Frank-Condon energy level diagram of a four-level organic fluorescent 

laser gain material. (b) Respective absorption and emission spectra showing vibrational 

peaks[16]. 

 

When the excitation pump energy is increased, the gain of stimulated emission 

surpasses the optical losses, and then the light amplification begins[15,17]. The minimum 

required pump energy to begin light amplification is defined as the threshold energy, Eth. 

The Eth of a slab-waveguide thin film on a low-refractive-index substrate can be expressed 

as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) threshold, which is given by; 

𝐸𝑡ℎ = 𝐶′
1

𝛤𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝛷𝑃𝐿
(∫

𝜎𝑎

𝜆
𝑑𝜆)

−2

    (Eq. 1.2) 

where C' is a constant, Γ is the confinement factor, neff is the effective refractive index in 

an emission region, σa is the steady-state absorption cross-section, and λ is the wavelength. 

Here, if Eq. 1.3 satisfies; 

(∫
𝜎𝑎

𝜆
𝑑𝜆) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡    (Eq. 1.3) 

Then, Eth is inversely proportional to kr as; 

𝐸𝑡ℎ ∝ 1 +
𝑘𝑛𝑟

𝑘𝑟
    (Eq. 1.4) 

Therefore, to reduce Eth, we have to use a material with higher PLQY, shorter τs or higher 

kr
[17,18]. There are thousands of organic molecules exhibiting laser characteristics reported 

from 1966 up to date which have different, unique and special properties based on each 

class of molecules[11,13,15]. Figure 1.4 shows few common examples of polymers and small 
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molecules that exhibit light amplification under optical excitation over whole visible 

region[19,20]. 

 

Figure 1.4. (a) Emission spectra of three commonly used conjugated polymers for lasing. 

(a-inset) respective polymer structures[21]. (b) Laser spectra of coumarin 460 (C 460, blue 

solid line), coumarin 540 A (C 540 A, green solid line), pyrromethene 567 (Py 567, light 

orange solid line), pyrromethene 597 (Py 597, dark orange solid line), and a blend of 

rhodamine 640 (Rh 640) and C 540 A (red solid line)[22]. 

 

1.2.3 Optically pumped organic lasers 

After the first demonstration of ASE from an organic material in March 1966[7], 

Schafer et al. reported the first organic laser in September 1966[23]. Later, the continuous-

wave (CW) operation from organic lasers was demonstrated by Peterson et al. in 1970[24]. 

However, most of the organic lasers used solutions of π-conjugated highly luminescent 

molecules as the gain medium, which were sometimes inconvenient to solid-state 

applications[25]. Another organic laser was proposed in 1967[26], with the incorporation of 

organic laser dyes into solid-state polymeric matrices, indicating that these devices have 

the benefit to convenient, compact light sources with a low cost[27]. The first organic 

solid-state semiconductor laser (OSSL) under optical pulse pumping was demonstrated 

by Hide et al. in 1996[28,29], and the lasing from solid-state conjugated polymer 

microcavities was also reported by Tessler et al. in the same year[30]. 
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Figure 1.5. The milestones in the history of breakthrough innovations and inventions of 

organic lasers. 

 

Subsequently, many researchers then focused on improving the photostability of 

laser dyes and host matrix molecules to decrease the required pump thresholds under the 

CW condition and to realize electrically driven organic semiconductor laser 

diodes (OSLDs)[27,29,31]. The first optically pumped quasi-CW lasers from organic 

solid-state films were realized by Rabe et al. in 2006[32], and an indirect electrical 

pumping OSSLs, which otherwise called as a tandem laser diode, was reported by Yang 

et al. in 2008[33,34]. Further, Sandanayaka et al., demonstrated low threshold surface-

emitting OSSLs operating in the quasi-CW regime at 80 MHz as well as under long pulse 

photo-excitation of 30 ms in 2017[35–37]. Now, true-CW (t-CW) lasing in organic 

semiconductor films attracts great interest. The milestones in the organic laser history are 
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summarized in Figure 1.5. 

 

1.2.4 Organic light-emitting diodes and electrical injection organic semiconductor 

laser diodes 

The very first EL from organic materials was reported in 1963 by Pope et al.[38] 

and the first practical multi-layered OLEDs were realized in 1986 by Hayashi et al.[39,40]. 

Later, Tang and Vanslyke demonstrated efficient EL using a bilayer device, which 

produced high brightness ( > 1000 cd m-2) with the voltage less than 10 V and high 

external quantum efficiency (EQE) of about 1 %[39]. Then, Adachi et al. reported a 

fundamental double hetero-architecture consisting of an HTL, an EML and an ETL in 

1988[40]. These first-generation OLEDs are referred to as fluorescent OLEDs based on the 

radiative recombination of singlet excitons. Later, Baldo et al. reported a phosphorescent 

mechanism, i.e., all singlet excitons rapidly decay to a triplet state by intersystem crossing 

(ISC) and the generated triplet excitons decay radiatively by employing organometallic 

compounds such as Ir(ppy)3 in 1998[41]. The devices exploiting such a mechanism are 

called phosphorescent OLEDs (PHOLEDs) and became the second generation of 

OLEDs[42]. Later, a very promising alternative mechanism that converts triplet excitons 

into a singlet state was firstly demonstrated by Adachi group in 2009[43] and their 

successive studies realized ultimate OLEDs with a high EQE over 20 % by utilizing very 

efficient triplet up-conversion via reverse-ISC (RISC)[44]. This mechanism is named as 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) and became the third generation of 

OLEDs as TADF-OLEDs[45,46]. 

Although the performance of OLEDs has been rapidly developed to the level of 

practical applications such as displays and lighting, fabricating OSLDs has been a still 

very difficult task due to Joule heating[47], wave guiding loss[37], quenching of radiative 

singlets by triplets (singlet-triplet annihilation; STA) or polarons (singlet-polaron 
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annihilation; SPA) simultaneously[48–52]. In particular, utilization of organic materials with 

low laser thresholds is crucial to make the threshold currents lower for OSLDs[53,54]. 

 

Figure 1.6. Work done in Adachi laboratory to overcome issues affecting for the 

realization of current injection OSLDs. 

 

To overcome the aforementioned issues, as shown in Figure 1.6, Adachi 

laboratory has been developed many organic laser dye materials having low ASE and 

laser thresholds[55–59] with emission colors ranging from deep blue to near IR regime[59]. 

Light amplification from a TADF material was also reported in 2017[60]. Degradation 

mechanism of laser dyes[61] and design strategies of robust laser dyes[62] have been 

clarified. Molecular orientation of efficient laser gain materials has been investigated in 

order to get better lasing characteristics[63]. Several device and resonator architectures 
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were investigated to decrease wave guiding losses of distributed feed-back resonators 

(DFBs)[20,36,37] in OLED and organic field effect transistor (OFET) structures[57]. Use of 

short pulse electrical excitation has been investigated in order to drive OLEDs and OSLDs 

at higher current densities with reduced joule heat[47,53,64]. Using triplet quencher 

molecules in order to manage triplet excitons and effects of STA has been 

investigated[35,61,65]. Moreover, laser operation under quasi-CW operation has been 

demonstrated by Sandanayaka et al.[35–37]. More interestingly, a record-breaking 

publication about an indication of current injection lasing from OSLDs was reported 

recently in 2019 by Sandanayaka et al.[53]. Afterward, there are huge attentions has been 

paid about current excitation and various efforts for reducing the current threshold have 

been started. 

One of the big issues frequently observed in OLEDs is the significant decrease 

in external quantum efficiency (EQE) at high current densities. This decrease in EQE is 

termed as “efficiency roll-off”. Major reasons for the efficiency roll-off are triplet induced 

emission quenching such as STA[37,52,55,66] and SPA. In fact, to suppress roll-off 

characteristics, it has been clarified that the use of non-heterostructured device 

architecture leads to suppression of roll-offs (Figure 1.7e), since the heterointerfaces tend 

to accumulate charge carriers and squeezing the carrier recombination width (Figure 1.7b). 

Due to the localization of charge carriers and excitons in organic molecules 

in case of organic semiconductors, the interaction between charge carriers (radical cations 

and anions; polarons) and the adjacent molecules is much stronger than that of inorganic 

compounds. Thus, polaron induced exciton quenching causes serious issues in OSLD 

performance at higher current densities[53,64]. As shown in Figure 1.7a,c, charge injection 

in a multilayer device is relatively easier and controllable by combining appropriate HTL 

and ETL materials. Other advantage of the multilayer devices is charge blocking ability 

at either side of EML that can confine charges in EML, leading to high efficiency 
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(Figure 1.2d and Figure 1.7b)[46]. However, in case of OSLDs, these HTLs and ETLs can 

yield additional emission quenching sites by the cation and anion absorptions in HTL and 

ETL, respectively (Figure 1.8), since light travels back and forth between anode and 

cathode before light is outcoupled[53,64]. 

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic of multilayer OLED; (a) hole injection from anode (b) charge 

hopping and recombination (c) electron injection from cathode. Schematic of single layer 

OLED; (d) hole injection from anode (e) charge hopping and recombination (f) electron 

injection from cathode[53,67–70]. 

 

Therefore, single layer OLED architecture is vital since we only need to consider 

about the polaron absorption of an EML material to suppress polaron quenching 

(Figure 1.7e, Figure 1.8)[53,64]. However, even if the numbers of injected electrons and 

holes are same, the mobilities of holes and electrons may still be different. Thus, this may 

lead to non-radiative recombination of holes and electrons near the interface between the 

injection layer and EML, leading to low efficiency and a high driving voltage[53,67–70]. 

Specially at high voltages, holes and electrons may drift towards the counter electrodes 

without recombination each other[47,64]. Therefore, in order to get ideal charge balance in 
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single layer devices, we have to carefully optimize charge injection and transport 

characteristics (Figure 1.7d,f)[53,64,71]. 

 

Figure 1.8. Various quenching mechanisms affecting to a typical organic laser gain 

material under current injection; (a) Jablonski energy diagram (b) respective emission and 

absorption spectra. CR, CS, VR and ISC stands for charge separation, charge 

recombination, vibrational relaxation and intersystem crossing respectively. 

 

1.2.5 Advantages of OSLDs 

Lasers have extremely unique and useful properties such as high intensity, 

directionality, monochromatic emission, and coherence. Due to these properties, lasers 

have found applications in almost every industrial sector, for example, in scanners, 
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printers, and sensors. Until now, lasers for these applications are typically based on 

inorganic materials which are generally brittle, nonflexible, and high cost processing[8,17]. 

In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, organic semiconductor materials are 

generally easier to process, and the resulting devices can be mechanically flexible. Thus, 

lasing from organic semiconductor materials can be used for a wide range of applications 

such as displays[72], lighting[29,31], sensors[73], optical communications[74,75] and 

spectroscopy[31]. Interestingly, OLEDs paved the way to curved displays which are 

commercially available now. Pixels in those displays outcouples light with Lambertian 

distribution. However, if we can make those pixels with OSLDs which outcouple highly 

directional laser light, OSLDs can pioneer new applications such as curved holographic 

displays that can create virtual objects in 3D space outside of the display plane[76–79]. 

 

Figure 1.9. Potential applications of current injection OSLDs. 

 

Moreover, due to the ultimate opportunities to change the molecular structures 

of lasing materials, we can tune the emission wavelength[27] and may optimize the 

material stability[62], crystallinity, PLQY and electronic energy levels[80]. In addition, 

organic emitter materials are often biodegradable, and devices based on them will be 
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environmental-friendly. Due to their facile processability, they are compatible with a large 

variety of optical resonator structures and, in many cases, the resonator can be inscribed 

directly into the organic gain medium, leading to versatile and relatively low-cost laser 

devices. Few examples for future potential applications of current injection OSLD is 

given in Figure 1.9.    

 

1.3 Triplet excitons management in organic laser  

1.3.1 Triplet accumulation 

Regarding organic laser materials, the formation of long-lived triplet excitons 

and triplet accumulation is one of the major disadvantages. The population of triplet 

excitons mainly depends on the rates of triplet formation and relaxation (Figure 1.10a,b). 

In a pristine film, the rate of triplet exciton formation solely depends on the rate of 

intersystem crossing (ISC) from a singlet state to a triplet state which is an intrinsic 

property of the molecule. However, as shown in Figure 1.10a, in case of a guest-host 

system, the rate of triplet exciton formation depends on triplet sensitization and the molar 

ratio. On the other hand, under electrical excitation, triplets are formed on emitter 

molecules either as direct exciton formation by charge recombination on emitter 

molecules or as triplet sensitizing by host molecules in a guest-host system (Figure 1.10b). 

Therefore, with an increase of current density, the rate of triplet formation significantly 

increases due to the branching ratio of singlets and triplets (1:3)[14]. Therefore, at high 

current densities, triplet accumulation and triplet induced losses can be a serious problem 

in OSLDs and decrease the operational durability[61].  
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Figure 1.10. Rate of exciton dynamics related to triplet accumulation; (a) optical 

excitation (b) electrical excitation. Calculated exciton density versus long pulsed 

electrical excitation in a guest-host film at a current density of 1 kA/cm2; (c) without 

(d) with considering electric field across the electrodes. The closed symbols indicate the 

dynamics for the low kTTA of the host:guest system. The open symbols (dashed lines) have 

been calculated with a TTA rate of kTTA = 5.0 × 10−13 cm3 s-1.[81] 

 

As shown in Figure 1.10c,d Kasemann et al. calculated, singlet and triplet 

population of 40 nm thick 2 wt.% 4-dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-p-

dimethylaminostyryl-4H-pyran (DCM) in tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) (Alq3) guest:host 

film under electrical excitation at 1 kA cm-2. Figure 1.10c shows the population when the 

electron mobility is 1×10-5 cm2 V-1 s-1 and Figure 1.10d shows the population when the 

electron mobility is 2×10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1. The results clearly showing the population of 

triplets are increasing with excitation time, while singlet exciton population is decreasing, 

and the behavior is more severe under high current mobilities[81–83]. Thus, these 

accumulated triplets can hamper light amplification by singlet excitons even without 
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annihilation processes. Moreover, the open symbols with dashed lines in Figure 1.10d 

shows when a triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) mechanism involved in, the population of 

singlets could increase while decreasing the population of triplets[81]. 

The accumulated triplets will induce two major exciton quenching processes, i.e., 

STA and TTA. Note that quenching of singlet excitons by other singlet excitons [singlet-

singlet annihilation (SSA)], quenching of singlet excitons by polarons (SPA), Joule 

heating [singlet-heat quenching (SHQ)][84], electric field induced quenching are other 

exciton quenching mechanisms of singlets which are not induced by triplet excitons.  

Here, I explain STA and TTA processes in more detail. In the event of TTA, the 

collision of two excited state triplets (T1) in the absence of a magnetic field may result in 

one ground state singlet molecule and nine equally probable statistical outcomes of 

excited state molecules, one of which is singlet (Sn), three are triplets (Tn) and five are 

quintets (Qn) which can represent by following Eq. 1.5;  

𝑇1 + 𝑇1 → 𝑆0 +
1

9
𝑆𝑛 +

3

9
𝑇𝑛 +

5

9
𝑄𝑛    (Eq. 1.5) 

Here, the event of TTA requires close proximity of two triplet excitons by high 

triplet exciton density, thus this is a bimolecular Dexter energy transfer (DET) process. 

TTA is relatively significant at high current densities of electrical excitation due to 75 % 

triplet formation efficiency. Low doping ratio of triplet accumulating molecules in a blend 

can increase the distance between triplet excitons, thus it decreases the DET efficiency 

for TTA. Interestingly, a TTA process can yields singlet excitons after the annihilation 

process, leading to the enhancement of EL efficiency in case of fluorescence emitters[85–

90]. 

On the other hand, quenching of singlets by long-lived triplets, which is known 

as STA (Figure 1.11a), is the most serious triplet induced quenching process for organic 

lasers[52,81,91–95]. When the singlet emission (S1-S0 energy gap) of a donor molecule is 
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approximately equal to the triplet absorption (T1-Tn energy gap) of an accepter molecule, 

the STA takes place (Figure 1.11a). Since this is a Förster resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) process, a long-range energy transfer is possible at STA. Moreover, since triplet 

population is three times larger than singlet population at electrical excitation, STA is 

much more severe and detrimental. Thus, as explained in section 1.2.4, the major cause 

for the efficiency rolloff in OLEDs is STA[37,52,55,66]. 

 

Figure 1.11. Schematic exciton energy transfer mechanism of STA; (a) Energy level 

diagram, (b) molecular orbital diagram. Abs, ISC, FRET and TA stands for steady state 

absorption, intersystem crossing, Förster resonance energy transfer and triplet absorption 

respectively. 

 

1.3.2 Short pulse excitation to overcome STA 

Since triplet lifetime is longer than singlet lifetime, using long pulse excitation 

increases the population density of triplets (Figure 1.10). Therefore, one way to suppress 

the triplet accumulation is to use optically and electrically short-pulse excitation 

(nanoseconds or lower) with longer rest time (low pulse frequency). Thus, shorter pulse 

excitation leads smaller triplet population and those triplets relax to a ground state after 

longer relaxation time. In addition, this short-pulsed excitation helps to dissipate joule 

heat and thereby increase device stability. However, there are plenty of organic materials 

that show lasing under a short-pulsed optical excitation but do not show lasing under long 

pulse or CW optical excitation. 
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1.3.3 Spectral separation to overcome STA 

One way to suppress the STA is to design and synthesis organic emitters, which 

have no spectral overlap between the singlet emission (S1-S0) and the triplet absorption 

(T1-Tn). The FRET efficiency between singlet and triplet excitons will be minimized 

(Figure 1.11a). Therefore, as depicted in Figure 1.12, strong STA can be observed when 

there is the large spectral overlap. There are few molecules such as 4-4΄-bis[(N-

carbazole)styryl]biphenyl (BSBCz)[36,53,96,97] and ter(9,9'-spirobifluorene) (TSBF)[55] 

which satisfy this condition[52,92,98]. Moreover, even though no spectral overlap could 

completely overcome STA, it is hard to avoid triplet accumulation on emitter molecules 

specially under CW operation and electrical excitation. 

 

Figure 1.12. Depicts three representative cases of an organic compounds that exhibits 

(A) strong (B) moderate and (C) small FRET efficiencies of STA. S-S denotes steady 

state singlet-singlet absorption, FL denotes fluorescence emission from S1 to S0 and T-T 

denotes excited state triplet-triplet absorption from T1 to Tn.
[52] 

 

1.3.4 Triplet management to overcome STA  

Another intrinsic way to manage triplet excitons can be realized by blending 

organic emitters with triplet manager molecules[93,99,100]. In this case, it is important to 

consider the spectral overlap of the singlet emission of an emitter molecule and the triplet 
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excited-state absorption of a scavenger molecule, because this spectral overlap causes the 

STA between them. To have efficient triplet scavenging, the triplet manager molecule 

should meet a set of important requirements[101]; 

1) Triplet manager should be able to accept a triplet exciton from the emitter 

molecules, implying that the triplet energy level of a triplet manager molecule 

should be low enough than that of the emitter. 

2) At the same time, the singlet energy level of a triplet manager should be high 

enough to prevent quenching of singlet excitons of the emitter molecules. This 

implies that the S1–T1 splitting for the triplet manager should be enough large. 

3) Triplet manager should possess a reasonably short intrinsic triplet lifetime to 

quickly deplete the triplet population so that triplet accumulation would not 

happen. 

4) It should have the spectral separation between the emission region and the excited 

state absorption, i.e., triplet absorption (TA), polaron absorption (PA) of triplet 

managers. 

5) Triplet manager should not enhance ISC of the emitter molecules to prevent 

converting singlets into triplet excitons. This criterion imposes certain limitations 

for employing compounds containing heavy atoms (such as metal–organic 

complexes) as triplet managers[101,102]. 

Mostly, triplet oxygen[65,100], perylene derivatives[103], cyclooctatetraene 

(COT)[101,104], and anthracene derivatives[101,105–107] have been used as triplet managers in 

previous studies. However, in most of these scenarios, the triplet managers are either in 

gas phase or in solid-state with high crystallinity, which implies that those cannot be used 

as an efficient host material. Therefore, finding such materials, which possess 

requirements for a host as well as requirements for a triplet scavenger, is rather hard[101]. 
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In general, a good host molecule should possess the following set of important 

requirements[108–110]; 

1) Effective spectral overlap between the emission spectra of a host molecule and 

the absorption spectra of an emitter molecule, thereby having efficient forward 

FRET. 

2) Bipolar charge transport properties for use in electrical operation. 

3) Crystallization should be minimum so that the charge accumulation and light 

scattering at grain boundaries can be minimized. 

4) It should not form degenerated energy states at the aggregation of host molecules 

such as excimer or dimer states. 

5) It should not form an exciplex with an emitter molecule to avoid any degenerated 

energy states. 

6) It should have proper matching of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels compatible with an 

emitter molecule and electrodes for use in electrical operation. 

 

1.4 Aim and outline of this thesis 

Although it is obvious that organic lasers have many advantages as a potential 

alternative[58] to inorganic semiconductor lasers, organic lasers have to overcome several 

issues to realize high performance CW lasing[24,111–114] and current injection organic 

lasers[48,50,53]. Major obstacles of organic laser materials for enhancing laser device 

performance originate from the accumulation of triplet excitons which lead to various 

deactivation effects such as STA.  

In this thesis, instead of designing a molecule with all requirements for a triplet 

scavenger and for a host molecule, I selected a fluorescent material having a small singlet-

triplet energy gap (ΔEST). Hence, the triplets of a guest emitter are easily transferred to a 
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host material, realizing efficient removal of triplets from emitter molecules. In Chapter 

2, the proposed strategy is proved by incorporating a novel fluorescent emitter having a 

rather small ΔEST into a host layer having efficient triplet scavenging capability. Then, 

the proposed guest-host matrix is embedded into a DFB architecture to demonstrate 

optically driven CW lasers. Based on the promising result under optical excitation, 

Chapter 3 demonstrate the suppression of efficiency roll-off at high current densities and 

long-pulse excitation in the OLED. Chapter 4 summarizes this thesis and discuss future 

perspectives. Finally, fundamentals of DFB lasers are discussed in Appendix A, to clarify 

optical physics behind DFB optical resonators, and its usage for integrated organic lasers.  
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2.1 Introduction 

In this Chapter, I proposed and proved an ideal lasing system that induces 

efficient triplet scavenging by developing a novel laser material having a rather small 

singlet-triplet energy gap (ΔEST) which promotes efficient triplet energy transfer from a 

guest to a host while the single energy transfer only occurs from a host to a guest. Here, 

I synthesized a promising lasing molecule of 2,6-dicyano-1,1-diphenyl-λ5σ4-phosphinine 

(DCNP) based on the synthesis route reported by N. Hashimoto et al.[1]. I used DCNP as 

a laser dye and BSBCz as a triplet scavenging host to realize a stable green organic laser. 

Since the triplet exciton formed on DCNP is easily transferred to BSBCz, I was able to 

eliminate the triplet-induced losses. Here, the excited state absorption spectrum of 

BSBCz[2–4] does not seriously overlap with the laser emission spectrum of DCNP. In 

addition, BSBCz as a triplet-scavenging-host molecule fulfills most of the requirements 

described in Chapter 1, such as a high S1 than that of the emitter, a low T1 than that of the 

emitter, faster nonradiative relaxation from the T1, no heavy metals, no serious 

crystallization, bipolar charge transport characteristics, matching HOMO and LUMO 

levels, and the capability of vacuum deposition. By taking these advantages, in this 

Chapter, I realized high performance from an optically pumped laser system based on 

DCNP-doped BSBCz films. 

 

2.2 Experimental 

Synthesis and molecular characterization of DCNP  

Detail methods and explanation are given in section 2.3.1. 

Organic film fabrication 

DCNP, BSBCz neat films and 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 wt.%-DCNP doped BSBCz films 

each with a thickness of 200 nm were fabricated on clean fused quartz substrates by 

vacuum deposition under a pressure of 2×10−4 Pa. The deposition rate was set at 
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0.25 nm s−1. These films were transferred directly into a nitrogen-filled glove box without 

exposure to air and then encapsulated using a sapphire plate and transparent 

fluoropolymer CYTOP® as reported previously[3]. PMMA films doped with DCNP at 0.1, 

0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 wt.%, each with a thickness of approximately 200 nm, were 

also prepared using a spin-coating method for comparison. 

Photo-physical characterization 

Steady-state absorption spectra, PL spectra and PL quantum yields of the 

aforementioned films were measured using a double beam absorption spectrometer 

(Lambda 950, Perkin Elmer), a spectro- fluorometer (FP 8600 by JASCO) and an absolute 

PL quantum yield measurement system (Quantaurus-QY plus, Hamamatsu Photonics), 

respectively. Time-resolved PL decays were measured using a transient emission 

spectrometry setup, in which the excitation source was; Nd:YAG/YVO laser (EKSPLA 

PL-2250, third harmonic wave generation) with an excitation wavelength of 355 nm and 

pulse duration of 30 ps and the detector was a streak camera (C10910-01, Hamamatsu 

Photonics). Excited-state absorption spectra were measured using two separate transient 

absorption setups designed for ns and μs time scales. The measurement with the ns-time 

scale was taken using the same excitation laser source used for transient emission 

measurement by coupled with a Xe lamp and streak camera (C7700, Hamamatsu 

Photonics). The measurement at the μs time scale was taken using third-harmonic-wave 

laser light from a Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 355 nm (Quanta-Ray GCR-130, 

Spectra-Physics) as the pump light, and pulsed white light from a Xe lamp as the probe 

light and the streak camera (C7700, Hamamatsu Photonics) as the detector. The ionization 

energies of BSBCz and 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz films were measured using photoelectron 

yield spectroscopy (AC-3, Riken Keiki). 

ASE characterization 

200 nm thick films were prepared on quartz substrates. For the ASE 
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measurements, pulsed excitation light from a N2 laser (KEN-2020, Usho) was focused on 

the edge of the films in a stripe shaped irradiation area of 0.12×0.32 cm2 using a lens and 

slit. For the pulsed excitation, an excitation wavelength was 337 nm, pulse width was 

0.8 ns, and repetition rate was 20 Hz. The emitted light from the films was collected from 

the edge of the substrates using a multichannel spectrometer (PMA-12, Hamamatsu 

Photonics). All the measurements were performed in a nitrogen atmosphere to prevent 

any degradation resulting from moisture and oxygen. The ASE threshold values were 

estimated from PL intensity versus excitation power plots, without taking account of 

transmission losses, i.e., optical density (OD) of the films. 

DFB structure fabrication 

Silicon substrates covered with a thermally grown silicon dioxide layer with a 

thickness of 1 μm were cleaned by ultrasonication using alkali detergent, pure water, 

acetone, and isopropanol followed by ultraviolet-ozone treatment. The silicon dioxide 

surfaces were treated with hexamethyldisilazane by spin coating at 4000 rpm for 15 s and 

annealed at 120 °C for 120 s. A resist layer with a thickness of around 70 nm was spin-

coated on the substrates at 4000 rpm for 30 s from a ZEP520A-7 solution (ZEON Co.) 

and baked at 180 °C for 240 s. Electron beam lithography was performed to draw grating 

patterns on the resist layer using a JBX-5500SC system (JEOL) with an optimized dose 

of 0.1 nC cm−2. After the electron beam irradiation, the patterns were developed in a 

developer solution (ZED-N50, ZEON Co.) at room temperature. The patterned resist 

layer was used as an etching mask. Then the substrate was plasma-etched with CHF3 

using an EIS-200ERT etching system (Elionix). To completely remove the resist layer 

from the substrate, the substrate was further plasma-etched with O2 using a FA-1EA 

etching system (SAMCO). The gratings formed on the silicon dioxide surfaces were 

observed with SEM (SU8000, Hitachi)[3–5]. 
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Organic laser devices for optical pumping 

To complete the laser devices, 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz blend films with a 

thickness of 200 nm was deposited on the grating structures by vacuum thermal 

evaporation under a pressure of 2.0×10−4 Pa with a total evaporation rate of 0.25 nm s−1. 

Finally, 0.05 ml of CYTOP® (Asahi Glass Co. Ltd.) was directly spin-coated at 1000 rpm 

for 30 s onto the DFB laser devices, sandwiched with sapphire lids to seal the top of the 

laser devices, and dried in a vacuum overnight. 

Laser characterization at short pulsed excitation 

For the characterization of the pulsed organic lasers, pulsed excitation light from 

a nitrogen gas laser (NL100, N2 laser, Stanford Research System) was focused on a 

6.89×10−3 cm2 area of the devices through a lens and slit. The excitation wavelength was 

337 nm, the pulse width was 3 ns, and the repetition rate was 20 Hz. Excitation intensities 

were controlled using a set of neutral density filters. For the surface emitter DFB device 

characterization, the excitation light was incident upon the devices at around 20° with 

respect to the normal to the device plane. The emitted light was collected normal to the 

device surface with an optical fiber connected to a multichannel spectrometer (PMA-50, 

Hamamatsu Photonics) and placed 3 cm away from the device. Excitation intensities were 

controlled using a set of neutral density filters. Near-field patterns far-field patterns of 

DFB-OSSL were taken using a laser beam profiler (C9164-01, Hamamatsu Photonics) 

and (C9664-01G02, Hamamatsu Photonics) respectively. 

CW and long pulse characterization 

CW laser diode, with a maximum power of 25 mW (coherent, OBIS), was used 

to generate excitation light with an excitation wavelength of 355 nm. In these 

measurements, excitation pulses were delivered using an acousto-optic modulator (Gooch 

and Housego) that was triggered with a pulse generator (WF 1974, NF Co.). The 

excitation light was focused on a 3.52×10−6 cm2 area of the devices through a lens and 
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slit, and the emitted light was collected using a streak scope (C7700, Hamamatsu 

Photonics) with a time resolution of 100 ps, which was connected with a digital camera 

(C9300, Hamamatsu Photonics). The emission intensities were recorded using a 

photomultiplier tube (PMT) (C9525-02, Hamamatsu Photonics) for the measurement of 

temporal emission profiles. Both the PMT response and the driving square wave signal 

were monitored with a multichannel oscilloscope (MSO6104A, Agilent Technologies). 

The same irradiation and detection angles were used for this measurement, as described 

in short pulsed excitation. The size of the excitation area was carefully checked by using 

a beam profiler (WinCamD-LCM, DataRay). Excitation power was measured using a 

laser power meter (OPHIR Optronics Solution Ltd., StarLite 7Z01565). 

 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Synthesis and characterization 

A novel organic laser gain material, DCNP, which is a member of λ5-phosphinine 

was synthesized according to a method reported by Naoki Hashimoto et al.[1] The 

Synthesis scheme of DCNP is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Synthesis scheme of DCNP 
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First, N,N'-diphenyl-1,3-diiminopropane (2) was synthesized from 1,1,3,3 

tetramethoxypropane (1) and aniline in ethanol. Similarly, the phosphonium salt (4) was 

prepared by the treatment of commercially available diphenyltrimethylsilylphosphine (3) 

with an excess of chloroacetonitrile. Then the cyclisation reaction of 

N,N'-diphenyl-1,3-diiminopropane (2) with phosphonium salt (4) in the presence of 

1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene (DBU) gave DCNP (5) as a yellow solid in 90 % 

yield. DCNP was freely soluble in common organic solvents and purified by column 

chromatography using a mixture of ethylacetate / chloroform / n-hexane as the eluent. 

Further, the purity was performed by a few consecutive vacuum train sublimation steps. 

The chemical structure was ascertained by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass 

spectrum analysis (Figure 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). 

 

 

Figure 2.2. 1H-NMR spectra of DCNP 
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Figure 2.3. 13C-NMR spectra of DCNP 

 

 

Figure 2.4. 31P-NMR spectra of DCNP 
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Figure 2.5. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) 

results of DCNP at ambient pressure. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. TGA and DTA results of DCNP at low pressure (1 Pa). 
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Figure 2.7. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results of DCNP. 

 

Even though the DTA revealed an absorption of energy (an endothermic process) 

at 167.9 ˚C, on the basis of TGA, there is no weight loss occurring at this temperature 

(Figure 2.5). Thus, the peak at 167.9 ˚C can be assigned for a phase transition of DCNP 

(the melting point). With further increase of temperature, I observed the boiling point at 

280.4 ˚C under ambient pressure. On the other hand, when the pressure was reduced to 1 

Pa, the TGA result revealed the weight loss occurred at 110.8 ˚C, corresponding to the 

sublimation temperature without going through the liquid phase (Figure 2.6). Differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement of DCNP provided the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of 27 °C (Figure 2.7) and a peak for the endothermic process appeared 

at 170.7 ˚C, which nearly agrees with the aforementioned phase transition temperature at 

167.9 ˚C in Figure 2.5. Exothermic peaks observed at 64.8 °C and 123.7 °C in the DSC 

curve are assigned to the release of heat, which is associated with the crystallization of 

DCNP. (Figure 2.7). A proposed simple phase diagram is depicted for making it clearer 

to understand by readers as given in Figure 2.8. Thus, at low pressure, DCNP molecules 

are easier to sublimate without going through the liquid phase or decomposition.  
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Figure 2.8: Proposed phase diagram for DCNP based on the results of TGA and DTA. 

 

2.3.2 Photo-physical properties 

The samples, which were used to measure the photo-physical properties, were 

DCNP solutions with various solvents, DCNP-doped poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) 

films, DCNP neat films, and DCNP-doped BSBCz films. Figure 2.9a shows the 

photographs of these films under UV light. As shown in Figure 2.9b, the large overlap of 

the BSBCz emission band and the DCNP absorption band enables efficient Förster-type 

energy transfer from BSBCz to DCNP[6,7]. The effective FRET from BSBCz to DCNP 

was further confirmed by the fact that the PL of a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film fully 

originates from DCNP and no shoulder peaks observed from BSBCz. Here, the PL was 

measured with an excitation wavelength of 337 nm, which is mainly absorbed by BSBCz 

host molecules. 
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Figure 2.9. (a) Molecular structures of DCNP and BSBCz and photographs of (i) a DCNP 

neat film, (ii) a BSBCz neat film and, (iii) a 1 wt.%-DCNP-doped BSBCz film (200 nm) 

fabricated on quartz substrates under UV light irradiation (λex = 356 nm). DCNP easily 

crystallized in neat films [see (i) in (a)]. However, this crystallization was suppressed by 

doping DCNP into BSBCz [see (iii) in (a)] because BSBCz forms stable amorphous films 

without crystallization [see (ii) in (a)]. (b) Absorbance and normalized emission spectra 

of these samples. The excitation wavelength used for the PL measurement was 

λex = 337 nm. 

 

An additional shoulder peak appeared around 575 nm in the PL spectrum of a 

DCNP neat film (Figure 2.9b), which was not observed in both solution and doped films. 

Thus, this additional peak is caused by the degenerated energy states of aggregated DCNP 

molecules in neat films. This common phenomenon of aggregation-induced emission 

quenching and considerably large concentration quenching of DCNP emission lead to a 

low PLQY of 5±2 % in the neat film. However, the PLQY was nearly 100 % in a diluted 

solution (1×10-5 M, in toluene). To investigate the emission quenching and identify the 

optimum doping concentration, several drop-casted DCNP:PMMA films and vacuum-

deposited DCNP:BSBCz films were fabricated. The PLQY values increased as the DCNP 

concentrations were decreased, because of the suppressed concentration quenching and 

aggregation. The optimum PLQY reached (83~90 %) at a DCNP concentration of 

0.3 wt.% for drop-casted PMMA films and 1 wt.% for vacuum-deposited BSBCz films 

(Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.10. (a) Photograph under UV light (λex = 356 nm) when DCNP of different 

concentrations was doped into PMMA films. (b) Plot of PLQYs as a function of DCNP 

doping concentration in PMMA or BSBCz host films (λex = 337 nm). 

 

The doping concentration of DCNP in BSBCz has to be optimized in order to 

obtain minimum concentration quenching of emission, efficient FRET from the BSBCz’s 

singlets to the DCNP’s singlets (FRETS-S), high DET efficiency of reverse triplet transfer 

from the emitter to the host (DETT-T) and suppressed STA by minimum FRET efficiency 

of emitter-emitter and emitter-host (FRETSTA). Here, I discussed the distance between 

excitons (molecules) to express the effect of doping concentration. 

 

Figure 2.11. Schematic energy level diagram for plausible exciton energy transfer 

mechanisms in a DCNP:BSBCz guest-host system. FRETS-S, FRETSTA, DETT-T, kISC, kT
nr, 

and TA stands for bimolecular FRET of singlet to singlet, FRET of singlet to triplet (STA), 

DET of triplet to triplet,and monomolecular intersystem crossing, triplet relaxation, and 

triplet absorption, respectively. 
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The rate of bimolecular FRET is expressed by the equation: 

𝑘𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 =
1

𝜏𝐷
∙ (

𝑅0

𝑟
)

6

         (Eq. 2.1) 

where, τD is the donor lifetime (when no energy transfer occurs, ~ns), R0 is the Förster 

radius, and r is the distance between the donor and acceptor molecules. Here, R0 is defined 

as the distance at which spontaneous decay from the donor and energy transfer to the 

acceptor are equally probable. Thus, decreasing the doping concentration increases the 

distance between the host and guest molecules, and eventually the FRET efficiency 

decreases. Therefore, it is important to decrease the doping concentration until the 

marginal level of residual host emission can be observed. At this marginal concentration, 

we can get the maximum distance to suppress STA while keeping efficient FRET from 

the host to guest molecules. 

In an effort to understand an energy transfer process, time-resolved PL decay 

curves were measured from BSBCz neat films, 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz films, and 

1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA films (Figure 2.12). The photophysical parameters of the BSBCz 

neat films and 1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA films are shown in Table 2.1. As depicted in 

Figure 2.12d, 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz films had two distinctive decay components in their 

transient PL decay curves. Here, I selected the two separate wavelength regions of 

interest (ROI), i.e., (A) 350–420 nm (BSBCz emission only) and (B) 550–700 nm (DCNP 

emission only), in order to estimate the decay lifetimes of a BSBCz host and a DCNP 

emitter, respectively. By assuming complete energy transfer from BSBCz to DCNP, the 

rate constants were estimated and tabulated in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.12e. The rate 

constants of the energy transfer (kS
ET) and radiative emission (kr) of the DCNP-doped 

BSBCz system were estimated to be >2.0×1010 s−1 and 1.0×108 s−1, respectively, which 

implies the high possibility of a DCNP-doped BSBCz composite film for a laser gain 

medium. 
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Figure 2.12. Streak camera imagesof (a) a 1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA film, (b) a BSBCz neat 

film, and (c) a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film. (d) Transient emission decays estimated from 

the streak camera images. (e) Using the fitting curves for transient emission decay, 

lifetime values were estimated and tabulated in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, then the rate of 

exciton conversion processes in the host-guest matrix are depicted in the Jablonski 

diagram. 

 

Table 2.1. Emission decay lifetimes estimated from Figure 2.12d, PLQYs and rate 

constants for a BSBCz neat film and a 1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA film at 300 K. 

Film 
Lifetime [ns]a) 

(wavelength ROI [nm]) 
PLQY b) 

Rate constant 

[s-1] 

BSBCz neat film 1.1 (350 to 700) 0.78 6.8×108 

1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA film 5.3 (350 to 700) 0.79 1.5×108 
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Table 2.2. Emission decay lifetimes measured from Figure 2.12d, quantum yields and 

rate constants for a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz guest-host system at 300 K.  

Processes in guest-host film 

(1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz) 

Lifetime [ns]a), 

(wavelength ROI [nm]) 

Quantum 

yield b) 

Rate 

constant 

[s-1] 

Energy transfer from 

BSBCz to DCNP 
0.05 (A = 350 to 420) 1.00 2.0×1010 

Radiative emission from 

DCNP 
8.23 (B= 550 to 700) 0.83 1.0×108 

 

To understand the plausible exciton transfer mechanism from BSBCz to DCNP, 

a Jablonski energy diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.13. The energy levels of lowest 

excited singlet states of BSBCz and DCNP were estimated from the onset values of their 

PL spectra (Figure 2.9b). The energy level of the lowest triplet state of DCNP was 

estimated using the onset value of the monomolecular phosphorescent spectrum at 77 K 

(Figure 2.14), leading to the rather small ΔEST value of 0.44 eV for DCNP. Moreover, the 

reported triplet energy level for the BSBCz [calculated by density functional theory 

(DFT)][8] was taken into account, resulting in the ΔEST value of 1.49 eV.  

 

Figure 2.13. Jablonski diagram showing energy transfer in a DCNP:BSBCz guest-host 

matrix (For BSBCz, the reported triplet energy values were obtained from DFT 

calculation[8]). 
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As reported previously, the triplet exciton formation efficiency in BSBCz is 

approximately 4 %[2–4,9]. However, the rate of singlet energy transfer from BSBCz to 

DCNP is faster than the rate of ISC of BSBCz which can suppress the conversion of 

BSBCz singlet excitons into triplet excitons, resulting in almost all the singlet excitons 

transfer to DCNP molecules. Here, note that although the PLQY of 

1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz is 83±2 %, the PLQYs of 0.1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA and 1×10-5 M 

solution in toluene are 91±2 % and 97±2 %, respectively. Therefore, it suggests that even 

a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz host-guest film has concentration quenching probably by self-

absorption[10] due to the small Stokes-shift between DCNP absorption and emission 

(Figure 2.9b). By assuming 1×10-5 M solution in toluene has negligible self-absorption, 

it can be estimated that 97±2 % singlet excitons of DCNP relaxed through radiative 

emission pathway while 3±2 % excitons are converted into triplet excitons via ISC. 

Interestingly, even those 3±2 % triplet excitons could be transferred to BSBCz host 

molecules via DET mechanism due to the lower triplet energy of BSBCz. Here, this DET 

energy transfer would be faster than the rate of triplet exciton formation in DCNP 

[kISC(DCNP)], because the DCNP:BSBCz molar ratio is 1:43 in the blend film. Therefore, 

this mechanism exhibits that triplet exciton formation in DCNP molecules is extremely 

negligible, that is further confirmed by phosphorescence, transient absorption 

measurement and transient emission decay at long pulsed excitation (temporal profiles) 

in 1 wt.%-DCNP-doped BSBCz films. As shown in Figure 2.14a, it is important to note 

that phosphorescence from the DCNP-doped BSBCz film at 77 K was not observable. 

However, DCNP in toluene solution, DCNP neat film, DCNP-doped 4,4’-bis(N-

carbazolyl)-1,1’-biphenyl (CBP) or, PMMA films showed phosphorescence at 77 K. 
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Figure 2.14. (a) Phosphorescence spectra at 77 K (λex = 337 nm). (b) Transient absorption 

spectra of a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film at room temperature (λex
pump = 355 nm). 

 

On the other hand, the rate of a bimolecular DET process is expressed as follows: 

𝑘𝐷𝐸𝑇 ∝
ℎ

2𝜋
𝑃2𝐽 ∙ 𝑒[

−2𝑅𝐷𝐴
𝐿

]
          (Eq. 2.2) 

where RDA is the distance between donor and acceptor molecules, L is the sum of van der 

Waals radius, J is the normalized spectral overlap integral, P is a constant, which is not 

easily related to experimentally determinable quantities, h is the Plank constant. In order 

to get the efficient triplet scavenging process, the DET efficiency of the triplet energy 

transfer from the guest to host molecules should be higher. Decreasing doping 

concentration means an increase in distance between the host and guest molecules, which 

might be detriment for the triplet scavenging process. In a 1 wt.% DCNP:BSBCz system, 

the molar ratio between guest to host is 1:43 which means that the number of host 

molecules surrounding the emitter molecules are presumably high. However, even at this 

small doping concentration which I used in this thesis, the triplet scavenging process 

seemed working well, since, favorably, the triplet excitons formed on the host molecules 

migrate away from the emitter molecules via diffusion to the other host molecules. This 

process also leads to the suppression of FRET efficiency of the emitter-host STA. In 

addition, even if the triplet excitons of host molecules are living for long time, the triplet 
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scavenging process will not be overloaded, because there are 43 host molecules per 

emitter molecule, which readily accept triplet excitons. It is worth mentioning here that 

we have to choose the suitable doping concentration considering or balancing the above 

effects. 

To evaluate more insights about triplet states of DCNP and BSBCz, I paid 

attention to observe transient absorption spectra. However, triplet absorption was not 

observable for DCNP in toluene solution, DCNP neat film, DCNP-doped CBP or PMMA 

films, DCNP-doped BSBCz films, and BSBCz neat films (Figure 2.14b). In order to 

increase the population of triplets to a detectable level, triplet absorption spectra were 

measured using tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III) [Ir(ppy)3] as a triplet sensitizer 

(Figure 2.15a,b). As depicted in Figure 2.15e,f, the triplet lifetimes of BSBCz and DCNP 

were estimated at 224 ns and 35 µs respectively. Therefore, kT
nr(BSBCz) is 4.5×106 s-1 

and kT
nr(DCNP) is 2.9×104 s-1, showing that the triplet relaxation of BSBCz is 

approximately 100 times faster than the triplet relaxation of DCNP itself (Figure 2.16). 

kISC(DCNP) is calculated using Eq. 2.3;  

𝑘ISC =  
𝛷ISC

𝜏FL
= 𝛷ISC ⋅ 𝑘FL = (1 − 𝛷FL)𝑘FL   (Eq. 2.3) 

where, ΦFL and ΦISC are the quantum efficiency of prompt fluorescence and intersystem 

crossing, respectively. kFL and kISC are the rates of prompt fluorescence and intersystem 

crossing, respectively. τFL is fluorescence lifetime. Using Eq. 2.3 and considering 

ΦFL(DCNP in toluene) = 0.97 and kFL = 1.0×108 s-1 (Figure 2.12, Table 2.2), the 

kISC(DCNP) resulted in 3.0×106 s-1 (Figure 2.16). 
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Figure 2.15. Triplet exciton sensitization onto BSBCz and DCNP; energy level diagrams 

of doped systems used to sensitize triplet excitons on (a) BSBCz and (b) DCNP. Contour 

map of time versus transient absorption spectra for (c) BSBCz and (d) DCNP. Triplet 

exciton decay spectra at 600 nm for (e) BSBCz and (f) DCNP. 

 

The reverse energy transfer from DCNP to BSBCz (kT
ET) is a bimolecular triplet-

triplet energy transfer which depends on the rate of a Dexter process (Figure 2.16). Thus, 

it depends on the distance between a DCNP guest molecule and a BSBCz host molecule. 

In the 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz system, the molar ratio of the BSBCz host molecules to the 

DCNP guest molecules is 43:1. Thus, a DCNP guest molecule is assumed to be 

surrounded by many host BSBCz molecules, leading to a high possibility of DET 
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mechanism in case of the reverse triplet transfer. In addition, even if the triplet excitons 

of host molecules are living for long time, the triplet scavenging process will not 

overloaded, because there are 43 host molecules per emitter molecule, which are readily 

available to accept triplet excitons. Moreover, this reverse triplet transfer from DCNP to 

BSBCz is spin conserved transition. Hence, when compared with the rate of intersystem 

crossing of DCNP [kISC(DCNP)] and the rate of triplet relaxation in BSBCz host 

molecules [kT
nr(BSBCz)], this bimolecular DET process should be much faster. Therefore, 

in the 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz guest-host system, the rate-determining step is the 

kISC(DCNP) which is the slowest step among all of the processes. 

 

Figure 2.16. Excited-state energy diagram of BSBCz and DCNP, with rate constant 

values. 

 

This mechanism was experimentally proved by the phosphorescence spectra and 

transient absorption spectra. Phosphorescence from a DCNP-doped BSBCz film at 77 K 

was not observable, while a DCNP solution in toluene, a DCNP neat film, a DCNP-doped 

CBP or PMMA film showed phosphorescence at 77 K. These results indicate that the 

triplets of DCNP cannot contribute to phosphorescence but are quickly scavenged by the 

BSBCz host molecules in the DCNP doped BSBCz films. Even though, DCNP solution 

in toluene, a DCNP neat film and a DCNP-doped PMMA film showed phosphorescence 

at 77 K, those samples did not show detectable triplet absorption at room temperature. 
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Reason for this result might be due to increased nonradiative triplet relaxation rate of 

DCNP [kT
nr(DCNP)] at room temperature compared to 77 K. Thus, low ϕISC and high 

kT
nr(DCNP) lead to negligible triplet exciton population density on DCNP molecules at 

room temperature which is not at the detectable level for transient absorption of our 

instrument. With consistence to non-detectable phosphorescence from DCNP doped 

BSBCz films, the same films showed no detectable triplet absorption due to negligible 

triplet exciton population density in either DCNP or BSBCz which resulted by the 

efficient triplet scavenging mechanism. These results also verified that the rate of triplet 

energy transfer (kT
ET) and kT

nr(BSBCz) is faster than kISC(DCNP) (Figure 2.16). Overall, 

because of kISC(DCNP) being the rate-determining step (slowest step) in the 

DCNP:BSBCz system, kT
ET cannot be estimated experimentally in this guest-host system. 

Advantageously, no triplet accumulation can be observed in the DCNP:BSBCz guest-host 

matrix, leading to a significant improvement of the CW laser performance. 

 

2.3.3 ASE properties 

Solid-state ASE studies were conducted with neat and composite films to 

evaluate their potential use as optical gain material (Figure 2.17a-c). For the ASE 

measurement, each film was measured 6 times at the different positions of the sample 

edge. Each measurement was separately plotted, providing plots similar to Figure 2.17a 

and then the ASE threshold values were averaged with standard deviation. This guest-

host matrix demonstrated a low ASE threshold of 1.1 μJ cm-2 for doped films 

(Figure 2.17b) without taking account for transmission losses, i.e., OD of the films. With 

an increase of DCNP doping concentrations, PLQYs decreased while ASE threshold 

increased accordingly (Figure 2.17b) and ASE peaks were redshifted (Figure 2.17c). 
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Figure 2.17. ASE from DCNP:BSBCz film on quartz substrate in nitrogen environment; 

(a) normalized ASE spectra variation upon DCNP doping concentration in BSBCz 

(b) emission intensity versus excitation intensity plot of 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film, 

(b-inset) photograph of ASE operation at 5 times above threshold, (c) average ASE 

threshold and PLQY versus DCNP doping concentration in BSBCz. 

 

  

Figure 2.18. ASE study of a 1 wt.%-DCNP:CBP film; (a) Jablonski diagram showing 

energy levels of DCNP:CBP host-guest matrix, (b) emission intensity and FWHM versus 

excitation intensity plot, (c) each ASE spectrum. 

 

In order to demonstrate ASE capability of DCNP itself, a conventional host 

material CBP, was used as the host (Figure 2.18a). As the results depicted in 

Figure 2.18b,c, ASE threshold of 1 wt.%-DCNP doped CBP film is 3.6 µJ cm-2. 

Furthermore, DCNP molecules are intentionally doped in non-emissive polymer matrix 

to observe its direct excitation behavior at 337 nm excitation wavelength. A 
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1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA film did not show ASE characteristics under optical excitation 

intensities of up to 200 μJ cm-2, probably due to low exciton formation density in the 

excitation area. The low doping concentration (1 wt.%) in an optically inert non-emissive 

polymer matrix (PMMA) is the main reason for low exciton density formation in the 

excitation area (Figure 2.19). 

  

Figure 2.19. Photograph when DCNP doped PMMA films were spin coated onto glass 

substrate and kept under (a) ambient light and (b) UV illumination light (λex = 356 nm). 

Normalized ASE spectra of DCNP doped PMMA films. (λex = 337 nm, pulse width = 3.5 

ns, in air); (c) 1 wt.%, (d) 2 wt.%, (e) 4 wt.%, (f) 8 wt.%, (g) 16 wt.%, (h) 32 wt.%, and 

(i) 64 wt.%. 

 

To increase absorption at 337 nm and increase the number of DCNP molecules 

in certain volume (thereby exciton density), I carried out the ASE experiment with a series 

of the doping concentration of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 wt.%. However, it is important to 

note that increasing the DCNP concentration leads to rapid decrease of PLQY due to 
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concentration quenching (Figure 2.10). Therefore, with increasing doping concentration, 

results decreased PLQY and an increase of the ASE threshold according to the Einstein’s 

relationship for B coefficient. As depicted in Figure 2.19, I observed ASE characteristics 

in the DCNP:PMMA films above 16 wt.%-DCNP doping concentration. Therefore, host 

molecules play an important role in this host-guest matrix to obtain high exciton density 

by exciton funneling into DCNP molecules. 

 

Figure 2.20. ASE decay profile measuredin nitrogen at room temperature (λex = 337 nm). 

(a) Normalized emission intensity versus time, (b) Respective emission spectra with time 

for 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film. 

 

 When the stability of ASE of a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film was checked with a 

BSBCz neat film (Figure 2.20), the composite film showed better ASE stability than PL 

stability of the BSBCz neat films when measured 24 times higher excitation intensity 

(26 μJ cm-2) than the ASE threshold. The half-time (LT50), at which ASE intensities 

decreased to half of the initial, was ~16.5 and 4.8 hrs. for a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz and a 

BSBCz neat film, respectively. Here, the LT50 of PL in 1 wt.%-DCNP:PMMA film is 

~0.8 hrs. Notably, there was no significant broadening of FWHM in the emitted ASE 

spectrum after long time exposures at 24 times higher excitation intensity (26 μJ cm-2) 

than the ASE threshold (Figure 2.20b). These results suggest that the triplet excitons 

formed on a DCNP emitter are quickly scavenged by BSBCz host molecules (Figure 2.13), 

whose non-radiative triplet exciton decay (kT
nr) is very fast (Figure 2.16) and have 
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spectral separation with the ASE spectrum of DCNP (Figure 2.21), thereby eliminating 

triplet-induced losses[8,11]. 

 

Figure 2.21. Spectral comparison of ASE spectra of DCNP and the triplet absorption 

cross section spectrum of BSBCz. 

 

2.3.4 Fabrication of DFB resonators 

In a DFB structure, laser oscillation takes place when the following Bragg 

condition is satisfied: mλBragg = 2neffΛm, where m is the order of diffraction, λBragg is the 

Bragg wavelength, neff is the effective refractive index of the gain medium, and Λ is the 

period of the grating. The second-order DFB structure (m = 2) gives a vertical 

outcoupling[12], highly divergent beam with rather high lasing threshold due to radiation 

loss, while the first-order DFB structure (m = 1) provides strong feedback and emits at 

the edge of the device, giving rise to low diverge beam with low lasing threshold. As 

shown in previous reports[3,4] I incorporated a mixed-order DFB structure (m = 1 and 2) 

to introduce both features of first and second-order DFB resonator structures to obtain 

surface emitting low lasing threshold. Supercell of my mixed-order DFB consisted of six 

periods of first-order and two periods of second-order in a sequence (Figure 2.25a). The 

grating periods (Ʌ) to fabricate DCNP:BSBCz lasers were calculated using λASE as λBragg, 
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and a neff value of 1.72 measured from ellipsometry. The first, second, or mixed-order 

DFB resonator structure was engraved on a silicon dioxide layer sputtered on glass 

substrates with electron-beam lithography and reactive ion etching (Figure 2.22). 

 

Figure 2.22. Schematic procedure of OSSL-device fabrication for optical pumping laser. 

 

  

Figure 2.23. SEM image of 3500× and (inset) 80000× magnification of a DFB grating 

(d) first-order DFB (e) second-order DFB (f) mixed-order DFB. 

 

The area of a resonator structure was 5 × 5 mm2 and the period lengths of the 

first-and second-order grating for DCNP:BSBCz were designed as per the calculated 

period values (Λ1 = 148 nm and Λ2 = 296 nm). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
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(Figure 2.23) was used to confirm the grating periods fabricated in this work and the SEM 

images were in good accordance with my specifications. A 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film 

with a thickness of 200 nm was fabricated by vacuum deposition on top of the DFB 

resonator structure. To seal the organic laser devices, the substrates were encapsulated 

(using a nitrogen filled glove box) in optically transparent fluoropolymer CYTOP® 

(refractive index ≈ 1.35) and thermally conductive sapphire lids (refractive index ≈ 1.77, 

thermal conductivity ≈ 25 W mK-1 at 300 K). These CYTOP® and sapphire lids 

demonstrated good transparency at the lasing wavelengths. The schematic diagram of the 

fabrication method of the organic thin-film laser is shown in Figure 2.22.  

 

2.3.5 Lasing studies in DFB structures under short pulsed excitation 

Once DFB lasers were successfully fabricated, they were optically pumped with 

an optical pulse excitation from a nitrogen laser to examine the lasing properties of 

samples. Schematic setup to detect laser emission from edge and surface emission DFB 

devices are depicted in Figures 2.22a and 2.23b, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.24. (a) schematic diagram of side view of apparatus setup for edge emission 

laser detection. (b) schematic and respective microscope image which shows the 

first-order DFB and the cut line. Optically pumped edge-emission-laser using first-order 

DFB (λex = 337 nm, short pulsed); (c) emission spectra (d) emission intensity versus 

excitation intensity. 

In order to observe edge emission from the first-order DFB lasers, the substrates 
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should be cut through the axis shown in Figure 2.24b. The edge and surface emission 

lasing profiles of the 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz films with first, second-order DFB resonator 

structures are shown in Figure 2.24c and Figure 2.25c, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.25. (a-top) Supercell pattern of mixed-order DFB consisting with two second-

order pitches and two sets of six first-order pitches. (a-bottom) schematic diagram of cross 

section of mixed-order OSSL device. (b-top) Image of DFB-OSSL devices under UV 

light illumination (λex = 356 nm). (b-bottom) schematic diagram of apparatus setup for 

surface emission laser detection. Optically simulated laser emission (λex = 337 nm, 

pulse width = 3.5 ns ); (c) emission spectra versus excitation intensity from second-order 

DFB, (c-inset) evolution of Bragg-dip near to the threshold energy density, intensity and 

FWHM versus excitation intensity from (d) second-order DFB (e) mixed-order DFB.  

 

The lasing thresholds of DFB lasers are summarized in Table 2.4. I demonstrated 

the lowest lasing threshold value of 0.18 µJ cm-2 from first-order DFB devices 

(Figure 2.24d). However, I obtained slightly higher lasing threshold values of 0.86 and 

0.91 µJ cm-2 from mixed-order and second-order DFB lasers, respectively 
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(Figure 2.25d,e). This indicates that first-order DFB structures work well compared to the 

second-order and mixed-order DFB structures in order to reduce the lasing threshold. In 

particular, the lasing threshold obtained from the DFB structure of a composite film is 

lower than that of the ASE threshold, because of the stimulated emission due to resonance 

feedback from the DFB resonator (Table 2.4). A Bragg dip corresponding to the stopband 

of the DFB grating was observed at 508 nm under excitation intensity below lasing 

threshold 0.86 µJ cm-2 (Figure 2.25c-inset). The FWHMs of the lasing obtained from first, 

second and mixed-order DFB structures are 0.61, 0.92, and 0.47 nm, respectively 

(Figure 2.25 and Table 2.4).  

Moreover, in all of my ASE and laser results, a gain saturation region was 

observed after the threshold in emission intensity versus excitation intensity curves 

(Figures 2.17a and 2.25d,e). This typical phenomenon for light amplification from thin-

film samples is observed due to saturated exciton population density. The degree of the 

gain saturation depends on several parameters such as types of gain materials used, optical 

density of a gain material at a certain excitation wavelength, pulsed width of the pump 

source, and degradation of a gain material and the microcavity structures used to induce 

waveguide. 

After the onset of lasing, it becomes an avalanche of radiative relaxation due to 

stimulated emission. Therefore, it is no longer spontaneous emission which obeys first-

order decay kinetics of fluorescence[13]. Hence, decay lifetime of laser is much shorter 

than the decay lifetime of spontaneous emission. To distinguish decay lifetime of laser 

and spontaneous emission, the time-resolved PL decay curves were measured for mixed-

order DFB devices with a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film using a picosecond pulsed 

excitation laser (Figure 2.26). Figure 2.26a shows the respective streak camera images at 

different excitation power.  
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Figure 2.26. Transient emission at 5 ns streak time scale when DFB area illuminated with 

different excitation intensities (excited using Nd:YAG laser; λex = 355 nm, pulse width = 

30 ps, repetition rate = 10 Hz); (c) streak camera images, (d) respective emission decay 

curves that demonstrate two distinctive emission components i.e., stimulated emission as 

the prompt component and spontaneous emission as the delay component; the additional 

spikes observed only at higher intensities around 2 ns is due to our instrumentation 

problem which is not affecting to data fitting, (d-inset) an optical image of substrate that 

exposing only its DFB area to UV illumination light (λex = 356 nm). 

 

The decay profiles (Figure 2.26b) clearly showed that two distinct emission 

components which are laser (stimulated emission; prompt component) and spontaneous 

(delayed component) emission. At low excitation power, both laser and fluorescence were 

visible whereas, upon increasing the excitation power, laser was clearly enhanced while 

spontaneous emission diminished. Then, the lifetimes of cavity induced spontaneous 

emission were obtained by fitting the second component of the decay curves with an 

exponential decay function (Eq. 2.4). The lifetimes of cavity induced spontaneous 

emission estimated from the decay curves were in between 2.1 to 3.4 ns (Table 2.3) which 

are shorter than the PL lifetime (8.23 ns). 

I(t) = A1e
(

−t

τ1
)
    (Eq. 2.4) 

where, I(t) = emission intensity at time t, A1 = pre-exponential factor, τ1 = lifetime of 

spontaneous emission 
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Table 2.3. Table of lifetime from the exponential decay fitting for the second emission 

components of mixed-order DFB emission decay profiles depicted in Figure 2.26b. 

Excitation intensity 

[µJ cm-2]a) 

τ 

[ns] 

27 3.4 

43 3.1 

63 2.8 

89 2.5 

125 2.2 

171 2.1 

 

 

Figure 2.27. CCD camera images of diffraction beam interference pattern from 

second-order DFB under optical pumping (λex = 337 nm, pulsed); near-field interference 

(a) below threshold (b,c) near threshold (d) above threshold (e) respective intensity versus 

position plot of beam cross-sections, and far-field interference; (f) below threshold 

(g,h) near threshold (i) above threshold (j) respective intensity versus angle plot of beam 

cross-sections. 

 

Further clarification of laser behavior was investigated by examination of the 

beam divergence from the laser output below, near and above the lasing threshold of the 

DFB device with a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz composite film using near field and far field 

interference spectra. The far field interference patterns indicate the existence of a well-
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defined beam, which is formed only above the lasing threshold. Diffraction laser beam 

angle of far field interference was estimated using diffraction grating equation 

sinθ = mλ/Λ, where Λ is the period of the supercell, λ is the wavelength of laser emission, 

m is the order of diffraction and θ is the diffraction angle of the emitted laser beam. 

 

Figure 2.28. CCD camera images of diffraction beam interference pattern from 

mixed-order DFB under optical pumping (λex = 337 nm, pulsed); near-field interference 

(a) below threshold (b,c) near threshold (d) above threshold (e) respective intensity versus 

position plot of beam cross-sections, and far-field interference; (f) below threshold 

(g,h) near threshold (i) above threshold (j) respective intensity versus angle plot of beam 

cross-sections. Laser emission interference pattern from mixed-order DFB is verified 

where the experimental beam angle consisting with constructive interference beam angle 

calculated using diffraction grating equation. (j-inset) photograph of interference pattern 

on an illuminance paper. 

 

In my mixed-order DFB grating structure, the period of the supercell is 1480 nm 

[Λsupercell = 6Λ1 + 2Λ2 = (6×148 + 2×296) nm] when the resonator structure is designed to 

oscillate at 508 nm wavelength of light output. Hence, diffraction laser beam angle for 

the first-order interference was estimated to be 20.07°. The far field beam cross sections 

are consistent with those of estimated value (Figure 2.28j) for the mixed-order supercell. 

The interference pattern was observed by placing a luminescent paper in front of the 

mixed-order DFB device (Figure 2.28j-inset). By looking at the near field patterns of the 
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output beam, I clearly observed fringes when excitation intensity above the threshold. 

The nearfield and far-field images (Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.28), along with the two 

distinctive emission components in time resolved decay (Figure 2.26) and resulting 

narrow spectra (Figure 2.25), clearly confirmed that the surface emission lasing from a 

1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film. 

 

2.3.6 Lasing studies in DFB structures under CW operation 

As a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz film showed negligible triplet exciton accumulation 

in the gain region as discussion in section 2.3.2, focus has been paid to further explore 

about CW operation. The fabricated DFB devices were investigated for laser 

characteristics at t-CW excitation using an inorganic laser diode operating at 355 nm with 

a maximum power of 25 mW. The detection was coupled with streak camera and 

measurements were taken at a 1 ms time scale which was the maximum limit of streak 

camera. Results given in Figure 2.29 show the streak camera images and emission profiles 

of laser integrated over 100 cycles of the encapsulated 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz films 

fabricated on second and mixed-order DFB structures at a pumping power of 3.6 kW cm−2 

under t-CW excitation. 

When the devices were operated with t-CW excitation to produce green emitting 

laser (Figure 2.29), laser thresholds were found to be around 76 and 72 W cm-2 for 

second-order and mixed-order DFB devices, respectively (Figure 2.29d and Table 2.4). 

The inset of Figure 2.29d shows the interference pattern observed by an illuminance paper 

placed in front of the DFB laser device. Encapsulation of the laser devices using a 

thermally conductive sapphire lid successfully enabled lasing action under CW operation 

with higher stability due to the suppression of laser-induced thermal degradation laser 

ablation[14].  
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Figure 2.29. CW laser operation when excited with t-CW laser (λex = 355 nm); streak 

camera images from (a) mixed-order DFB (b) outside of the DFB (d) respective emission 

spectra. (c) emission intensity versus excitation intensity plot from second-order DFB, 

(c-inset) the fan shaped interference pattern observed when an illumination paper placed 

in front of DFB laser emission. 

 

Table 2.4 : Threshold at short pulsed and t-CW excitation. 

 
Short pulse [μJ cm-2]a) 

( FWHM [nm] ) 

t-CW 

[W cm-2] b) 

ASE 1.10 (4.68) - 

First-order DFB 0.18 (0.61) - 

Second-order DFB 0.91 (0.92) 75.85 

Mixed-order DFB 0.86 (0.47) 72.28 

 

In order to further clarify the CW laser behavior, polarization of the emitted light 

beam was examined[15]. The results shown in Figure 2.30a,b verified that a proper lasing 

operation takes place in DFB devices under CW photo-irradiation. When the stability was 

checked with the t-CW excitation, 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz device had half-life of 2.85 and 

3.15 min for second-order and mixed-order DFB resonators, respectively, at pumping 

power of 3.6 kW cm−2. The laser emission stayed for about 5 min and then only PL is 

observed (Figure 2.30c). 
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Figure 2.30. Optically pumped lasing under true-CW excitation (λex = 355 nm); 

polarization of output laser beam (excitation intensity = 3536 W cm-2); (a) emission 

intensity as a function of polarization angle (b) respective emission spectra. Optical 

stability; (c) intensity/initial intensity versus operation-time (d-inset) table of estimated 

half-life. 

 

Figure 2.31. Streak camera images of long-pulsed (quasi-CW) and true-CW excitation 

(λex = 355 nm, excitation intensity = 3536 W cm-2); second-order DFB (a) at 800 μs (b) 

at 2000 μs (c) at true CW, mixed-order DFB (d) at 800 μs (e) at 2000 μs (f) at true-CW, 

(g) outside of DFB at true CW and (h) excitation laser of true CW. 
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The fabricated DFB devices were further investigated for laser characteristics in 

the long-pulse excitation using same inorganic laser diode operating at 355 nm and an 

acousto-optic modulator (AOM). Results given in Figure 2.31 show the streak camera 

images of laser integrated over 100 pulses of the encapsulated 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz 

films fabricated on second and mixed-order DFB structures at a pumping power of 

3.6 kW cm−2 under long excitation pulse widths of 800 µs or 2 ms or under t-CW 

excitation, respectively. Lasing thresholds for long pulsed excitation were ranged between 

75 and 120 W cm-2 (Figure 2.32) for both second and mixed-order DFB devices. 

 

Figure 2.32. Lasing threshold versus pulse width when DFB devices excited with long 

pulsed (quasi-CW) excitation (λex = 355 nm). 

 

The optically pumped lasers under t-CW operation mode remains a challenge 

because accumulation of long-lived triplet excitons via ISC could suppress further 

absorption of excitation laser and then reduce the exciton density that could undergo 

radiative emission. Moreover, spectral overlap between laser spectrum and triplet 

absorption spectrum may lead to excited state annihilation processes such as STA which 

hampers the light amplification in CW regime[11,16,1718]. However, interestingly, triplet 

exciton formation was not observable in a DCNP:BSBCz composite film under photo-

excitation because of the effective removal of DCNP’s triplets by BSBCz. Even if triplets 

may be formed on BSBCz molecules it is not a serious issue as its excited state absorption 
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has very small overlap with DCNP laser emission (Figure 2.21). Moreover, triplets 

formed on BSBCz molecules may diffused away from the DCNP emitter molecules and 

thereby distance between excitons might be larger, suppressing annihilation processes 

because the doping ratio is 1:99[19–22]. 

 

Figure 2.33. Transient emission of laser at long-pulsed excitation (temporal profiles) 

from DFB OSSLs of 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz under (a) 0.1, (b) 1, and (c) 10 ms of optical 

pulse excitation. The excitation wavelength and the excitation intensity were 355 nm and  

3536 W cm-2, respectively. Transient emission of PL from a 1 wt.%-DCNP:CBP film 

under long-pulsed excitation (temporal profiles) of (d) 10 µs, (e) 100 µs, and (f) 10 ms 

(λex = 355 nm). 

 

The temporal profiles of transient PL responses at long pulsed optical excitation 

in Figure 2.33a,b,c clearly shows that there is no quenching by triplet excited-states, i.e., 

STA, as the intensity of the PL stays the same after 0.1, 1, and 10 ms time scales of 
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irradiation[11,16,17,23,24]. The same study for a 1 wt.%-DCNP:CBP film shows serious 

suppression of PL by long lived triplet excitons due to STA (Figure 2.33d,e,f). These 

results suggest that triplet induced emission quenching such as STA is completely 

suppressed in a DCNP:BSBCz composite film which is promising for future applications 

of CW lasing. 

 

2.4 Conclusion 

In this Chapter, a new laser dye of DCNP was successfully combined with a 

BSBCz host, resulting in an ideal guest-host system which can scavenge triplet excitons 

efficiently from DCNP. The photo-physical studies suggested that the triplets formed on 

DCNP emitters are easily transferred to BSBCz host molecules, whose triplet absorption 

does not seriously overlap with the DCNP emission spectrum, thereby completely 

eliminating triplet-induced losses. Therefore, excited state annihilation processes such as 

STA and TTA are negligible in a DCNP:BSBCz film. DCNP-doped BSBCz films showed 

green emission with a high PL quantum yield of 83 %. Moreover, it was found that the 

performance of ASE with a threshold of 1.1 µJ cm-2 and DFB laser with thresholds 

ranging from 0.18 to 0.91 μJ cm-2 are promising for future electrically driven organic laser 

in green color regime. The removal of triplet excitons in the active region led to operate 

the laser devices under continuous-wave optical excitation, with a low threshold of 

75 W cm-2 and half-life of laser duration for 3 minutes which is highly promising for 

future applications of CW lasing. 
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Suppression of external quantum efficiency rolloff in 

organic light-emitting diodes by scavenging triplet excitons 
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3.1 Introduction and advantage of using a triplet scavenging host material for EL 

As I explained in Chapter 1, a larger number of triplets are formed in OLEDs 

when compared with optical excitation. Therefore, triplet-induced quenching like STA is 

more serious, leading to serious efficiency roll-off at high current densities in OLEDs. In 

Chapter 2, I found the proposed triplet scavenging method works properly under optical 

excitation. Therefore, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the triplet scavenging method 

for electrical excitation, i.e., suppressing STA, I investigated how this method can 

suppress efficiency roll-off in the OLEDs having single layer device architecture[1–4]. 

In conventional device architectures for PHOLEDs and TADF-OLEDs, the use 

of host materials that can confine triplet excitons were mandatory for high 

efficiencies[5-15]. In the case of using CBP as the host and DCNP as the emitter, the singlet 

excitons of CBP could transfer to the guest molecules via FRET while the CBP triplet 

excitons may transfer via DET (Figure 3.1a). Therefore, at higher current densities, DCNP 

guest molecules will accumulate triplet excitons, thereby suppressing the rate of singlet 

exciton formation[8,11,16]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Jablonski energy diagram of guest-host systems. Energy transfer processes 

under electrical excitation when the guest material is DCNP and the host material is 

(a) CBP or (b) BSBCz. 
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However, interestingly, when the triplet level of host molecules is lower than the 

triplet level of guest, it is impossible to transfer triplets from host to guest molecules and 

thereby the triplets stay on the host molecules themselves (Figure 3.1b)[17–19]. In addition, 

whenever triplet excitons are formed on guest emitter molecules via ISC and direct 

exciton formation at the emitter molecules, then those triplet excitons will transfer to the 

host molecules via DET mechanism[20]. In this Chapter, we used a 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz 

system which corresponds to the molar ratio of 1:43 for DCNP:BSBCz. Thus, it is very 

easy to undergo this reverse DET because the molar ratio of host molecules is much 

higher than that of guest molecules in the guest-host system. Therefore, it is obvious that 

guest emitter molecules are always free to accept FRET from host’s singlets and thereby 

emitter singlet exciton formation and relaxation cycles, i.e., the singlet exciton formation 

frequency is faster than the usual triplet associated case. Another advantage of using this 

type of the low doping ratio is that triplet excitons formed on neighboring host molecules 

may diffused to another host molecule and migrate away from the emitter molecule which 

could help to suppress STA[21]. Moreover, triplet excitons are almost formed on host 

molecules and thereby avoiding the triplet induced degradation of guest emitter molecules 

which may aid in improving device stability. Thus, BSBCz fulfils all the intrinsic 

requirements as the efficient triplet scavenging host for OLEDs and OSLDs.  

 

3.2 Experimental 

Estimation of frontier orbital energy levels 

To estimate the energy level of HOMO of all materials, 100 nm thin films of 

pristine BSBCz, DCNP and 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz were vacuum-deposited on 

pre-cleaned ITO-coated glass substrates. The HOMO energy levels were determined 

using photoelectron yield spectroscopy (AC-3, Riken-Keiki) in neat films, and then the 

LUMO energy levels were estimated by subtracting the optical energy gap (Eg) from the 
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measured HOMO energies. In the case of the Eg values were determined from the onset 

of the PL spectra of neat films. 

Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) measurement 

In order to estimate a molecular orientation of BSBCz, Spectra of refractive 

index n and extinction coefficient k of vacuum deposited neat and 1 wt.%-DCNP doped 

films of BSBCz were obtained using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000, 

J.A. Woollam). The measurement was performed on the 100 nm thick films deposited on 

bare Si substrate. The incident angle was varied from 45° to 75° with a 5° step increment 

and the spectral measurement range was set to 245–1000 nm. BSBCz films are known to 

show anisotropy along the directions parallel and perpendicular to the substrate plane 

because of the orientation of molecules. Therefore, VASE results of BSBCz films were 

fitted using an uniaxial anisotropic optical model considering molecular anisotropy, and 

the orientation order parameter S was calculated using following Eq. 3.1[22–24]; 

S =
kz−kx

kz+2kx
        (Eq. 3.1) 

where kx and kz are the extinction coefficients in the directions parallel and perpendicular 

to the substrate, respectively. It should be noted that the same optical model was used for 

neat and doped films, assuming that the doping concentration of DCNP is sufficiently 

small (1 wt.%).  

Single-carrier devices and OLED fabrication 

To fabricate an electron only device (EOD), hole only device (HOD) and 

OLEDs, all organic and metal layers were vacuum-deposited on clean ITO-coated glass 

substrates under a pressure of 10−4 Pa. The deposition rates were 1.0 Å s−1 for Cs doped 

films of BSBCz and CBP, 2.5 Å s−1 for DCNP doped films of BSBCz and CBP, 0.3 Å s-1 

for MoO3, and 1.0 Å s−1 for Al. The completed OLEDs were directly transferred into a 

nitrogen filled glovebox and encapsulated using a glass cap and an UV curing epoxy resin. 
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OLED characterization 

The current density-voltage (J-V), external quantum efficiency-current density 

curves and EL spectra at DC operation were measured using an external quantum 

efficiency measurement system (C9920-12, Hamamatsu Photonics). Pulsed voltage 

operation were measured using rectangular pulses with a pulse width of 400 ns, repetition 

frequency of 1 kHz, and varying peak voltages were applied to the devices at ambient 

temperature using a pulse generator (NF, WF1945) while applied voltage (VCH1) was 

monitored on a multichannel oscilloscope (MSO6104A, Agilent Technologies). To 

measure current flow through the device a 51.4 Ω resistor was connected in serial 

connection to the OLED and voltage across the resistor (VCH2) was monitored on the 

oscilloscope (Figure 3.2). Therefore, in-situ voltage across the OLED device can be 

reported as VCH1 – VCH2 based on voltage division rule (Figure 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.2. (a) Circuit diagram of our transient EL measurement setup using square 

pulsed voltage, (b) the same setup as a schematic of showing BNC cable connections. 

 

Transient EL at long pulsed voltage 

Long-pulsed voltage was generated same as the short-pulsed voltage 

measurement explain in OLED characterization. The EL intensity from OLED was 

recorded using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (C9525-02, Hamamatsu Photonics) for the 

measurement of temporal emission profile. Driving square wave voltage signal (VCH1), 
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voltage across resistor (VCH2) and PMT response (VCH3) were monitored on a 

multichannel oscilloscope (MSO6104A, Agilent Technologies). The circuit diagram and 

schematic of BNC cable connection is depicted in Figure 3.2. 

 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Frontier molecular orbitals and charge carrier balance in thin film diode 

The HOMO levels of BSBCz and DCNP were −5.9±0.1 and −6.0±0.1 eV, 

respectively (Figure 3.3a), whereas the LUMO levels of those were estimated to be 

−3.1±0.1 and −3.5±0.1 eV, respectively. It can be assumed that charge transport is mainly 

dominated by the host molecule of BSBCz, leading to similar charge balance as the 

reference device[2]. In order to study whether the charge transport channel is affected by 

molecular orientation of BSBCz[22,23], the VASE measurements were conducted. The 

obtained n-k spectra are shown in Figure 3.3b,c. Here, kx and kz values at a wavelength of 

370.61 nm were used for the calculation of the orientation order parameter S value, which 

corresponds to the π-π* transition of BSBCz. The molecular orientation discussed here 

indicates the orientation of the transition dipole moment which is almost along the 

molecular long axis of BSBCz[24]. The calculated S values of neat and doped films were 

−0.374 and −0.381, respectively, which are similar to our previous report[24] and it 

indicates that the DCNP doping does not change the molecular orientation in films. 

Although molecular orientation is one of the critical factors influencing charge carrier 

transport in organic semiconductor films[22–24], this effect is negligible in the comparison 

of our neat and doped films. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Photoelectron yield spectra of 100 nm-thick films of neat BSBCz, neat 

DCNP and 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz. Refractive indices and extinction coefficients of 

(b) BSBCz neat films (100 nm) and (c) 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz films (100 nm), which 

were obtained using VASE and a uniaxial anisotropic fitting model[8]. 

 

Apart from the intrinsic properties of materials used for OLEDs, it is very 

important to consider about the device architecture in concern to other EQE governing 

factors of OLEDs. In conventional OLED architectures, multi-layer interfaces play 

important role in balancing hole injection and electron injection which is one of the 

crucial factors for exciton formation efficiency, thereby it is directly related to the internal 

quantum yield. However, detrimentally there is possibility to occur polaron absorption at 

the electron transport layers (ETL) and hole transport layers (HTL) which may quench 

the light output[4,25], especially considering about organic semiconductor laser diodes 

where the light travels back and forth within the resonator structure for high optical 

feedback. Particularly, at high current densities, the polaron densities in ETLs and HTLs 

are very high, inducing rapid efficiency rolloff[26,27]. Therefore, using ETLs or HTLs will 

hamper the optical gain unless the polaron absorption spectra of both ETL and HTL 

materials are not overlapping with laser emission spectra. Therefore, easiest way to avoid 

this complex material selection for ETLs and HTLs is using single layer architecture of 

OLEDs as the first generation of OSLDs[2]. Thus, we need to pay attention only about the 

polaron absorption of the EML material itself. Nevertheless, in order to obtain high 

performance from the single layer architecture, well balanced hole and electron mobilities 
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of an organic layer are strongly required. Hence, for the optimum performance of single 

layer OLEDs, intrinsic properties of the host molecules play a very important role. 

To investigate the carrier transport properties of DCNP:BSBCz, a EOD and 

HOD was fabricated with the structures of glass substrate / ITO (30 nm) / MoO3 (10 nm) 

/ 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz (200 nm) / MoO3 (10 nm) / Al (100 nm) and glass substrate / 

ITO (30 nm) / 20 wt.%-Cs:BSBCz (30 nm) / 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz (180 nm) / 

Cs (30 nm) / Al (100 nm) (Figure 3.4a). Current density–voltage curves of the HODs and 

EODs were measured under direct current (DC) and as well as pulse operation. Notably, 

the current density–voltage curves of the HODs and EODs almost overlapped relative to 

each other in the whole voltage range (Figure 3.4b). This indicates that 1 wt.%-DCNP-

doped BSBCz films have well balanced hole and electron mobilities, leading to higher 

efficiency. 

 

Figure 3.4. Evaluation of charge transport properties. (a) Energy level diagrams for the 

EODs and HODs of single layer devices. (b) current density−voltage (J−V) curves of 

EODs and HODs. 

 

3.3.2 Electrical and electroluminescent properties 

Furthermore, EL properties of DCNP was studied using separately CBP and 

BSBCz as the host with single layer OLEDs. Device A consists with a glass substrate / 

ITO (30 nm) / Cs (10 nm) / 20 wt.%-Cs:CBP (30 nm) / 1 wt.%-DCNP:CBP (180 nm) / 

MoO3 (10nm) / Al (100 nm), device B consists with a glass substrate / ITO (30 nm) / 
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20 wt.%-Cs:BSBCz (30 nm) / BSBCz (180 nm) / MoO3 (10 nm) / Al (100 nm) and 

device C consists with a glass substrate / ITO (30 nm) / 20 wt.%-Cs:BSBCz (30 nm) / 

1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz (180 nm) / MoO3 (10 nm) / Al (100 nm). 

 

Figure 3.5. Comparison of OLED performance. (a) Energy level diagrams for the OLEDs 

which were used to evaluate triplet scavenging property of BSBCz as the host (Device A, 

B and C). (b) EL spectra. (c) current density−voltage and luminance−voltage curves. 

(d) EQE−current density curves (e) EQE−luminance curves. 

 

The energy level diagrams of the OLEDs are shown in Figure 3.5a. Doping of 
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Cs into BSBCz or CBP and the insertion of MoO3 between organic layer and Al facilitate 

electron and hole injection from electrodes, respectively. Even though, the relatively 

shallower HOMO level of BSBCz and deeper LUMO level of DCNP may create an 

exciplex, we observed no exciplex emission because the EL spectra are exactly similar as 

the DCNP PL spectra (Figure 2.9). Considering the frontier orbital energy levels and the 

very low doping concentration of DCNP in BSBCz (1 wt.%), it would be reasonable that 

charge recombination mainly occurs on CBP or BSBCz host molecules. Thereafter, the 

formed singlet exciton energy will be transferred into DCNP via FRET. As shown in 

Figure 3.5b, both DCNP doped devices showed similar emission spectra to the PL of 

DCNP without yielding additional shoulder peaks from residual host emission, which 

suggests almost perfect FRET from host to guest. 

In the case of CBP host device (Device A), the luminance output is lower 

(Figure 3.5c) and efficiency rolloff is higher at larger current densities (Figure 3.5d,e) due 

to accumulation of triplet excitons which causes STA. In the case of BSBCz host device 

(Device C), triplet excitons formed on BSBCz molecules would not transferrable and 

hence it would be relaxed via nonradiative relaxation pathways as clarified earlier in 

Figure 3.1. Faster nonradiative relaxation of BSBCz triplet excitons is explained in 

section 2.3.2, as the triplet exciton lifetime is in nano-second range[28]. Advantageously, 

due to suppressed STA in BSBCz based devices (Devices B and C), efficiency rolloff 

suppressed until the current density is 500 mA cm-2, where after the device starts to 

breakdown due to joule heating under DC operation (Figure 3.5d,e). EQE of an OLED 

can be expressed as, 

EQE % = γ × β × ϕ × η × 100 %    (Eq. 3.1) 

where γ = charge recombination efficiency, β = exciton formation probability, ϕ = PL 

quantum yield, η = light out-coupling efficiency. Based on the results of EOD and HOD, 
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well balanced electron and hole transport is expected in all devices, hence, γ is expected 

to be closer to 1.0. In 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz host-guest matrix, PLQY is 0.83 and singlet 

exciton formation probability should be 0.25 according to spin statistics under electrical 

excitation. Therefore, if light outcoupling from the device is assumed to be 0.2, then the 

device should exhibit maximum external quantum efficiency (EQEmax) of 4.15 % based 

on Eq. 3.1. However, in the experimental conditions, it shows (1.4±0.1 %), (1.4±0.1 %), 

and (1.5±0.1 %) EQEmax for device A, B, and C, respectively (Figure 3.5d). Detrimentally, 

the single layer devices do not have an electron blocking layer or a hole blocking layer to 

confine charge recombination in the emissive layer which is typical in multilayer device 

architecture. Therefore, some of electrons and holes could reach counter electrodes 

without recombination, leading to low efficiency in the single layer devices, although 

balanced carrier mobilities were observed. However, advantageously for OSLDs, this 

single-layer device architecture is very effective for suppressing the efficiency-rolloff, 

especially at higher current densities[2]. 

 

3.3.3 Suppressed EL quenching with long lived excitons 

As shown in Figure 3.6a,b, when DCNP was doped in a CBP host, it shows clear 

quenching of singlet emission (EL intensities) by long lived triplet excitons with time 

when OLEDs are driven at 50 µs square pulses. At low current densities, EL was rising 

because the triplet induced EL quenching was not in progress. However, when the devices 

are operated at higher current densities, the accumulation of triplets take place and then 

annihilation processes with singlet excitons undergoes, thereby decreasing EL intensity 

by time. 

On the other hand, very interestingly, devices with 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz 

showed complete suppression of EL-STA when driven at 50 µs square pulses even until 

10 A cm-2 very high current density (Figure 3.6c,d). This is evidences by no decrease in 
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EL intensity. Major reason is that triplet scavenging mechanism realized using BSBCz as 

the host instead of CBP, led to the complete removal of triplets from the emitter molecules, 

thereby completely avoiding the emitter-emitter STA. The other reasons are negligible 

overlap of the DCNP emission spectrum with the BSBCz triplet absorption spectrum 

which was explained in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 3.6. Transient EL responses of OLEDs. (a,b) when the host is CBP for device A 

or (c,d) when the host is BSBCz for device C, which were measured at different current 

densities with a pulse width of 50 µs. The EL intensities of (a and c) are normalized in 

(b and d) respectively to make it easy to see the response shapes. 

 

Faster triplet relaxation lifetime of BSBCz became an additional advantage[28] 

(Figure 2.16) to complete suppression of emitter-host STA. In order to find out triplet 

accumulation at longer pulse width, tests were carried out for transient EL at 100, 200, 

500 µs and even up to 1 ms square pulses driven until 10 A cm-2 current density 

(Figure 3.7). Surprisingly, it showed no EL quenching even at 1 ms long pulse width and 
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10 A cm-2 very high current density. Thus, as expected by the energy diagrams and all 

other phenomenon explained in the introduction section, complete suppression of 

EL-STA was found by adding DCNP into BSBCz. This result is highly promising for 

prospective OSLD devices in order to reach high optical gain at higher current densities 

and for better device stability. 

 

Figure 3.7. Transient EL responses of OLEDs with the BSBCz host layer. Temporal 

profiles of EL intensity when the pulse widths were (a,b) 100 µs, (c,d) 200 µs, (e,f) 500 µs, 

(g,h) 1 ms. The EL intensities of (a,c,e and g) were normalized in (b,d,f and h) respectively 

to make it easy to see the response shapes. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

Objective of this Chapter is to demonstrate the effectiveness of my triplet 

scavenging material for suppressing EL-STA and efficiency rolloff at higher current 

densities of OLEDs. Triplet scavenging mechanism was successfully realized by using a 

λ5-Phosphinine fluorescent emitter and BSBCz as a guest-host matrix. Doping DCNP into 

BSBCz yielded similar EQE as non-doped devices. It showed clear STA even at 50 µs 

pulsed voltage when CBP was used as the host, while on the other hand using BSBCz as 

the host showed no EL quenching by STA, SPA or any other manner from 50 µs to 1 ms 

long pulse width until the very high current density of 10 A cm-2. The suppressed STA 

and suppressed efficiency rolloff for DCNP:BSBCz-based devices open a way to the 

fabrication of OSLDs with high performance. 
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4.1 Summary of all Chapters 

In this thesis, I focused on a triplet scavenging guest-host system having a unique 

lasing material of DCNP aimed for efficient and stable lasing. 

In Chapter 2, a novel laser material, DCNP, was synthesized and dispersed into 

a BSBCz host layer. Optical properties of this guest-host matrix were discussed and 

experimentally evaluated in detail with the extensive photophysical assessment such as 

triplet scavenging capability, ASE, lasing at short pulsed excitation, lasing at CW 

excitation, and suppression of STA at long pulsed optical excitation. The optically driven 

lasing properties were further verified with monochromaticity and polarization of output 

beam, far-field and near-field interference patterns, and lifetime of excitons. 

In Chapter 3, based on the excellent optical properties of the guest-host matrix, 

the experiment was extended to evaluate electrical and EL properties. Single layer OLEDs 

were optimized for obtaining perfect charge balance and 3 types of OLEDs were 

compared to clarify the triplet scavenging capability of BSBCz as a host material. Even 

though 75 % triplet excitons were generated under electrical excitation, the device with 

the well-controlled material combination showed the complete suppression of STA, i.e., 

no efficiency roll-off at high current densities. More interestingly, in the transient EL, it 

showed complete suppression of EL quenching even under the condition of 1 ms long 

pulses with 10 A cm-2 current densities. 

 

4.2 Future perspectives 

4.2.1 From OLED to OSLD 

Based on the results explained in Chapters 2 and 3, it has been clarified that the 

DCNP:BSBCz guest-host matrix can effectively scavenge triplet excitons, showing t-CW 

lasing under optical excitation, and completely suppress STA and efficiency rolloff in 

OLEDs under electrical excitation. In fact, this unique guest-host system is promising for 
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current driven OSLDs and I fabricated devices having OLED architecture combined with 

the DFB structures (2nd order and mixed order) on ITO[1] (Figure 4.1). 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic procedure of DFB-OLED fabrication. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.2a, the EQEs of both second order and mixed order 

DFB-OLEDs are slightly higher (⁓2.0 %) than that of reference OLED (⁓1.5 %) and the 

DFB-OLEDs showed the significant spectral narrowing (Figure 4.2b,c)[2]. The 

DFB-OLED devices also showed very clear polarization along the DFB axis while the 

EL from reference OLEDs does not show polarization (Figure 4.2d). As shown in 

Figure 4.2e, the EL spectra consisted of two components; spectrally narrowed 

monochromatic emission with the plane-polarized emission, and spectrally broad and 

non-polarized emission. 

Interestingly, it is possible to observe beams emerging out from the DFB-OLEDs 

by simply placing an illumination paper in front of the devices or take a photograph of 

the beams by using water vapor mist created from liquid nitrogen (the inset of 

Figure 4.2a). However, both DFB-OLEDs did not show clear threshold of light 

amplification in the plot of EL intensity vs current density up to 20 A cm-2. Major reasons 

might be the current density is below the threshold or some defects in the DFB 

structures[3] or a shift of charge recombination zone to out-side of the DFB structure. Thus, 

future works are planned and in progress upon two different approaches to reach practical 

OSLD; optimizing the DFB-OLED architecture and development of laser gain medium. 
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Figure 4.2. DFB-OLED characteristics; (a) EQE versus current density plot at DC 

operation, EL spectra upon variation of current density (pulse operation) from 

(b) reference OLED device without DFB and (c) DFB-OLEDs device with second order 

DFB. Polarization dependence of the outcoupled light beams (d) emission intensity as a 

function of polarization angle (e) emission spectra at different polarizer angles. 

 

4.2.2 Prospects of OSLDs 

Approach for optimizing DFB-OLEDs 

In order to enhance light amplification in OLEDs, there should be strong 

feedback of photons within the resonator structure[3–5] (See appendix A for detailed 

explanation). However, in single layer device structures, the hole and electron charge 

balance can be easily varied depending on the conditions of carrier injection and 

transport[1]. Therefore, it is important to finely optimize the injection characteristics until 

the recombination zone sites into the DFB (Figure 4.3). Moreover, next OSLDs might be 

designed with multilayer architecture that does not induce serious charge 

accumulation[6-11]. Furthermore, modifying pitch pattern, pitch height, and period of the 
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DFB may also enhance the optical feed-back, thus improving stimulated emission than 

optical losses. 

 

Figure 4.3. Proposed model of shifting charge recombination zone for stimulated 

emission enhancement. 

  

Approach for optimizing laser gain medium 

The material strategy can be further incorporated by designing and synthesizing 

new molecules with similar but improved optoelectronic properties. As an example, 

improving stability of triplet scavenging hosts by designing BSBCz derivatives with more 

rigid structures[12], or designing laser emitters with small ΔEST and higher kr which fit into 

singlet-triplet energy levels of BSBCz or derivatives are proposed. However, the 

designing criteria of molecules with a small ΔEST while maintaining a higher kr has some 

limitations. In general, a simplistic consideration has often been used in the context of 

TADF molecules; a very small ΔEST value can be obtained when there is the spatial 

separation of HOMO ad LUMO wavefunctions. Unfortunately, this spatial separation can 

reduce the transition from the S1 state to the ground state (S0) because of the lower 

exchange integral (J), resulting in the small oscillator strength (f), low PLQY, and low kr. 

Therefore, the careful molecular design should be performed for effective and optimum 

HOMO-LUMO separation to strike the right balance of a small ΔEST along with a higher 

oscillator strength[13-17]. In addition, realization of red color OSLDs are still lagging due 

to the exciton losses as non-radiative relaxation. Thus, the triplet scavenging guest-host 
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system explained in this thesis can be utilized to fabricate red emission OSLDs. 

 

4.2.3 Future aspects of triplet-management 

In this thesis, one way of managing unwanted triplet excitons is demonstrated. 

However, instead of removing triplet excitons, there are some other methods for utilizing 

those triplet excitons into light generation. As an example, TADF mechanism[13-17] or TTA 

mechanism[18–23] can be utilized to upconvert triplet excitons into singlets. Adachi group 

reported a novel method, i.e., the TADF assisted fluorescence (TAF) system which 

employs a TADF molecule as an assistant dopant for a triplet harvester and a fluorescence 

molecule as an emitter[24–27]. By using a TADF molecule as a triplet harvester, lower ASE 

threshold was achieved[28]. However, regarding OSLDs which are operating at high 

current densities, this material combination has some intrinsic issues to overcome. To date, 

the maximum kRISC of the TADF molecules is around 106 s-1, meaning that the 

upconversion process occurs in the time scale around 1 μs[29,30]. However, laser is 

avalanche of radiation which occurs in short time scale within few picoseconds. Thus, 

TAF system provides insignificant contribution for lasing in OSLDs at this moment. 

However, designing TADF molecules with much faster kRISC will lead to enable the use 

of TAF system. Further, a TTA host can upconvert triplets into the higher energy singlet 

state such as S2. Thus, it is advantageous for the electrical pumping where 75 % triplets 

are forming which might also enhance the device efficiency by utilizing those triplet 

excitons. 
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Laser oscillation in a DFB resonator was firstly demonstrated in 1971 by 

H. Kogelnik and C. A. V. Shank using a periodic structure of gelatin and organic laser 

dye “rhodamine 6G”[1]. The DFB cavity provides a distributed feedback mechanism as 

well as outcoupling through a selected diffraction order of an optical grating, which 

depends on the Bragg order (Λ) of the DFB lasers (Appendix Figure 1)[2,3]. The Bragg 

condition is 2neffΛ = mλBragg, where λBragg is the Bragg wavelength, neff is the effective 

refractive index of the waveguide, Λ is the period of the grating and m is the diffraction 

order responsible for light feedback. Therefore, lasing wavelength of a DFB laser and 

λBragg can be tuned by varying neff or Λ of the DFB laser device[4]. 

 

Appendix Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the feedback and the outcoupling of the waveguide 

mode; (b) diffraction theory of DFB lasers. Reproduced from Zhou, P. et al., Polymers 

2019, 11, 258[2]. 

 

When a light with a broad spectrum is spontaneously emitted in the DFB 

architecture, the part of the light with wavelength matching the Bragg grating wavelength 

(λBragg) will be reflected back and forth creating feedback similar to a resonance cavity[4]. 

The fundamental principle behind this reflection phenomena is Fresnel reflection; when 

light travelling between media of different refractive indices could undergoes both 

reflection and refraction at the interface[3]. Thus, when the light travels through both 

grating material and organic gain material alternatively, it passes number of interfaces 

with different refractive index, yielding effective reflection feedback within the grating. 
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This transmission DFB grating geometry is called or periodic modulation of refractive 

index where the light reflected by Bragg scattering[5]. The strong feedback of these DFB 

structures helps to yielding stimulated emission over spontaneous emission with same 

wavelength (monochromatic) and same phase (coherence)[3]. There is another DFB laser 

architecture which was achieved using a reflection grating geometry[6]. 

At the same time of optical feedback, part of light will be outcoupled from the 

device due to the diffraction of light from the edge of the DFB ridges. Based on the period 

of Bragg grating (Λ), the constructive interference occurred at certain angle (ϕ) called 

diffraction beam (Appendix Figure 1b)[2]. For a first order DFB laser, both feedback and 

outcoupling mechanisms are supported by first order diffraction whereas for a second 

order DFB laser, the feedback mechanism and output coupling are provided by second 

and first order diffraction, respectively. In general, for a mth order DFB laser, the feedback 

mechanism is always established via mth order diffraction. However, different diffraction 

orders below or equal to m could yield various light output coupling directions[2]. 

By theory, in a dielectric waveguide, if the angle of incident light wave is smaller 

than the critical angle of total internal reflection (dense to rare medium), it can refract 

through the interface. Thus, apart from the diffracted light from DFB ridges, most part of 

the light generation closer to the opposite surface of organic gain material (top surface in 

Appendix Figure 1) can be easily refracted out of the device as leaky waves. Since these 

leaky waves can have any angles of refraction, it does not support for the constructive 

interference of diffraction beams from DFB ridges[4]. As depicted in Appendix Figure 1a, 

the mode profile of the light propagation mode, is responsible for how much fraction of 

light is leaked out by refraction or feedback by reflection or outcoupled by diffraction 

from DFB ridge. Thus, it can be considered light generation within the DFB trenches or 

closer to DFB ridges are mainly responsible for light feedback as well as the for the 
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diffracted light beams from DFB ridges. Based on this discussion, I proposed 

optimization of recombination zone of DFB-OLEDs into DFB trench or closer to DFB 

ridge is required in future experiments for better feedback and diffraction. 

Moreover, the mode profile, which is schematically drawn on the 

Appendix Figure 1a is depends on the neff of slab waveguide of gain material[2]. Although 

the thin film of the gain material has a wavy pattern as shown in Appendix Figure 2a, the 

neff usually modelled using a uniform slab waveguide (Appendix Figure 2b) and the value 

can be estimated by solving the propagation wave equation[7]. For a uniform slab 

waveguide, neff depends on na, nf, ns, and df which are refractive index of air, organic gain 

material, substrate, and wave guided film thickness, respectively. 

 

Appendix Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the trilayer slab waveguide. (b) neff values for the TE 

and TM modes as a function of deff = df + 2(hg/2) at a lasing wavelength of 477 nm for 

6 wt.%-BSBCz:CBP film. Reproduced from F. Bencheikh et al., 2017, 121, 233107[7]. 

 

To estimate effective film thickness (deff) in DFB architecture, half of the pitch 

height of trenches and ridges are added to each side of the thin film as shown in 

Appendix Figure 2a,b. Thus, based on these approximations, F. Bencheikh et al. 

estimated effective film thickness as deff = df + 2(hg/2) and then neff for each transverse 

electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) mode for 6 wt.%-BSBCz:CBP film[7] as 

depicted in Appendix Figure 2c. This figure shows the neff values of 1.65 and 1.59 for TE0 

and TM0 modes, respectively, when the film thickness is 200 nm. Thus, the light 
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confinement within the thin film slab wave guide is high for TE mode. Therefore, light 

outcoupled from the ridges of DFB (Appendix Figure 1b) gave constructive interference 

as laser beams at certain angle ϕ consisting with TE mode polarization. When the DFB 

period (Λ) is set to first order Bragg condition, the constructive interference occurs at 

ϕ = 90°, the edge emission laser is observed where we can see TE mode polarization 

parallel to substrate plane. When the DFB period (Λ) is set to second order Bragg 

condition, the constructive interference of diffracted waves from DFB ridges occurs at 

ϕ = 0° as surface emission, where we can see TE mode polarization parallel to the 1D-

DFB ridges. 

 

Appendix Figure 3. Schematic representation of refractive index of each layer for my 

DFB laser devices, (a) device for optical pumping (b) device for current injection OSLD.  

 

As depicted in Appendix Figure 3, I used the reported neff value calculated for 

BSBCz neat film[8], assuming that the neff is not significantly changed when 1 wt.%-

DCNP is doped in BSBCz. As depicted in Appendix Figure 3a, organic film has high 

refractive index comparing to adjacent materials, suggesting high light confinement 

within the slab waveguide. However, in DFB-OLED device architecture, both adjacent 

layers (charge injection layers) have higher refractive index than organic material. Thus, 

thickness of those layers was kept small in order to reduce the waveguide losses within 

the DFB structure. In addition, I used inverted-OLED device architecture where electrons 

are injected from ITO side and holes are injected from Al side in order to shift the 
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recombination zone closer to DFB trench pattern. As explained in the previous paragraph 

both of my optical driven lasers and DFB-OLEDs, TE mode plane-polarized light was 

outcoupled parallel to the trench-ridge pattern of DFB in all first, second and mixed order 

devices (Appendix Figure 4). 

 

Appendix Figure 4. (a) Schematic orientation of DFB trench-ridge pattern, feedback and 

respective TE mode plane-polarized laser emission (b) the same in photograph, (c) 

far-field interference beam observed on CCD camera and respective orientation of TE 

mode plane-polarization. 

In addition to the diffraction from the ridges of DFB, plane-polarized light 

emission could occur in a dielectric slab waveguide if the dipole moment of molecules is 

parallel to the slab waveguide. At this condition, the emitted light has its electric field 

component parallel to the plane of slab waveguide, while magnetic field component is 

perpendicular to the waveguide. Thus, if the light travels within the slab wave guide 

which causes light amplification such as ASE, the emitted beams have higher ratio of TE 

mode polarization parallel to the plane of slab wave guide[5,7,9]. 

As depicted in Appendix Figure 5, R. Ding et al. demonstrated intrinsic 

polarization at different wavelengths of EL from organic single-crystal based light 

emitting diodes[10]. In their experimental results of surface emission which was measured 

at normal direction to the device surface, the polarization ratio was TE:TM is 5:1 at the 

emission peak of 575 nm, and 1:4.7 at the emission peak of 635 nm, respectively 
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(Appendix Figure 5b). They ascribed it for the alignment of transition dipole moments of 

molecules in a nearly vertical direction using a organic single crystal 

(Appendix Figure 5a)[10]. However, this result contradicts to the TE polarization observed 

in ASE of a slab waveguide, which favors for horizontal orientation of molecules having 

transition dipole moment parallel to the slab waveguide. 

 

 

Appendix Figure 5. (a) The molecular orientation in BP3T single crystal OLEDs, (b) EL 

spectra of TE and TM modes measured at normal to OLED surface (c) Wavelength of TE 

and TM mode variation upon angle of detection. Reproduced from R. Ding et al., Sci. 

Rep. 2015, 5, 12445[10]. 

 

Moreover, circularly polarized lasing was also demonstrated by F. Chen et al. 

using reflection-DFB type dye lasers[6]. In their experiment, a solution of 

4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) doped 

methanol is used as laser gain medium where we could not expect particular molecular 

orientation. Based on these results, it can be concluded, even though molecular 

orientation is important to get plane-polarized ASE from a slab waveguide, it is not a 

mandatory requirement to get plane-polarized laser emission using DFB structure.  
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Appendix Figure 6. VASE measurement of DCNP neat film (a) Fitting result using 

Cauchy model, (b) estimated ordinary and extraordinary refractive index versus 

wavelength. 

 

In my DFB laser devices, the gain medium was 1 wt.%-DCNP:BSBCz host guest 

system. Although BSBCz molecules have uniaxial anisotropy, which should induce large 

birefringence for TE and TM modes, the DCNP molecules have completely random 

orientation, yielding isotropic effect for TE and TM modes in VASE measurement. As 

shown in Appendix Figure 6, even partially crystalized DCNP film showed good fitting 

for general oscillator model, indicating molecules have similar curves for ordinary (kx) 

and extraordinary (kz) refractive index (Appendix Figure 6b), thus dipole moment of 

DCNP molecules is completely random[11]. Therefore, the TE mode plane-polarization of 

laser emission occurred not due to the planer orientation of dipole moment of emitter 

molecules but due to the diffraction from the DFB ridges. 
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